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The professional development of our graduate 
students is of paramount importance as 
we help them prepare for the spectrum of 

careers in academia, government, the arts, finance, 
and public service. To that end, the Graduate 
School of Arts and Sciences has created various 
programs for our students to supplement their 
academic education with practical experience in 
writing NSF grants, being Lead Teaching Fellows, 
interning with senior administrators, and creating 
Individual Development Plans. I would like to 
highlight here the Teaching Scholars program, one 
that no doubt will be especially appreciated by 
many of our alumni.

Typically, only graduate students in the language 
and literature departments, and students teaching 
in the University Writing Program or the Core, have 
been able to do any independent teaching in their 
graduate career; even in those instances, students 
teach from a syllabus that has been created by a 
language coordinator or faculty committee, and 
in which there is little room for personal inflection 
on the course’s content. Yet, our doctoral students 
clearly would benefit professionally from greater 
occasion for independent teaching before they 
enter the academic job market.

To address the absence of such opportunities, the 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences piloted in 
2012 the Teaching Scholars program, which offered 
advanced graduate students the opportunity to 

prepare and teach independently a course of their 
own devising. Working closely with their sponsors, 
Directors of Graduate Studies, and the staff of the 
Teaching Center, select students create a rigorous 
syllabus based on their own research specialty. 
Course size is limited to 15 undergraduate 
students. A sample of the titles of recent courses 
will give you a sense of the breadth of offerings 
and possibilities:

•  Atoms and Eve: Exploring Science and Religion in 
America

•  Epistemology: Investigation, Experimentation, and 
Value

•  Empire and Ecology in the Anthropocene: An 
Environmental History of the Middle East

•  Social Movements: From Political Protest to 
Insurgency

•  The Fantastic in Premodern China: Ghosts, 
Animals, and Other Worlds

In addition to teaching content on which they 
are experts, these students hone a distinct 
pedagogical style, receive feedback from faculty 
observations, and avail themselves of teaching 
workshops with their peers. 

The inaugural year of the program fielded five 
Teaching Scholars across three departments in the 
humanities and social sciences. We are delighted 
to note that in fall 2015, as the program enters its 

fourth year, there will be 26 new courses offered 
across 13 departments in all three divisions, 
including the natural sciences. The experience of 
creating and teaching seminar-sized classes in 
their area of expertise will provide a culminating 
experience to our students’ pedagogical 
training, as well as enhance their opportunities 
and possibilities when entering a challenging 
professional market.

The Teaching Scholars program is merely one of 
the ways in which the Graduate School endeavors 
to improve the academic, professional, and 
personal lives of our students. We encourage 
you to let us know if you have any original or 
meaningful suggestions in this regard.

From the Office  
of the Dean

Andrea r. solomon
Vice Dean and Dean of Academic Affairs
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
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estled high above the campus of the University 
of California, Berkeley, with a panoramic view of 
the Golden Gate Bridge, the Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory has attained iconic status in two 
seemingly disparate worlds. For scientists, the “Berkeley 
Lab” is where world-changing discoveries are made, 
beginning with the founding director Ernest Orlando 
Lawrence, who proved, by building the cyclotron in 1930, 
that magnetic fields could accelerate and bend the path of 
particles to produce collisions, earning him a Nobel Prize 
in Physics in 1939. In our era, the Berkeley Lab’s fame has 
also reached into popular culture. Filmmakers have used 
the location to depict Starfleet Command in the first wave 
of Star Trek movies filmed in the 1980s and, more recently, 
the site where mild-mannered scientist Bruce Banner 
transforms into the Incredible Hulk. 

Dr. Carl Haber, a senior scientist and Columbia alumnus 
(’80CC, Ph.D. ’85, Physics), has spent his entire 30-year 
career as a particle physicist at the Berkeley Lab. His career 
trajectory has bypassed the classroom’s pulpit, placing him 
instead alongside collaborative teams of scientists working 
at Fermilab in Batavia, Illinois, and as a member of the 
Berkeley Lab’s ATLAS Project, developing silicon particle 
detectors for the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Geneva. 
Yet Haber, too, has had an impact on popular culture. In 
addition to his work on the ATLAS Project, Haber is widely 
known as one of the world’s premier audio preservation 
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can be embossed onto soft, pliable material, which is 
why the music industry jargon once referred to artists 
“laying down tracks” or “cutting a single.” But with 
imaging, Haber theorized, there would be no contact 
or needle touching the disc. A digital analysis of these 
high-resolution images could then plot the movement 
of a “virtual stylus” as it moved through the groove’s 
pathway, replicating the original audio signal in a WAV 
file. “It wasn’t that surprising a connection,” Haber 
insists. 

But it did have repercussions. In 2013, after more than 
a decade working on audio restoration, Haber received 
one of the coveted, no-strings-attached “genius grants” 
from the macArthur Foundation. The fellowship, which 
is given to individuals who demonstrate exceptional 
creativity in their career, provides $625,000 over a five-
year period. 

Carlene Stephens, a curator at the Smithsonian’s 
National museum of American History, puts Haber’s 
achievement into context. “Every time recording 
technology moves forward, our ability to play back 
what already exists moves further and further away,” 
she says. “Before Haber’s work, our sonic heritage 
was in dire straits. The technology he developed 
demonstrates that recordings once considered 
unplayable can be recovered.”

At home in the LAb

A busy man who divides his time between the ATLAS 
Project and sound restoration, Haber rarely has a block 
of free time. He speaks widely on his audio project and 
physics, adjusting his presentation for fourth-graders 
at his daughter’s elementary school in Berkeley, 
parents at his son’s middle school music conservatory, 
or fellow scientists at college campuses across the 
country. Also on his calendar was a weeklong planning 
meeting in Geneva and a whirlwind trip to morningside 
Heights to give the keynote address at the 2015 GSAS 
Convocation ceremony. 

With such a willingness to engage and so much 
airplane travel, it came as no surprise that the first 
time I reached out to Carl Haber by telephone, he 
had laryngitis. The maestro of sound restoration had 

temporarily lost his voice. Despite the scratchy tone, 
Haber was patient and gracious, taking great care 
to explain the science behind his experiments and 
discoveries. Offering a tour of his laboratories, he said, 
“It’s my responsibility. Taxpayers make all this possible.” 

On a spring day in Berkeley, the tour begins on the 
sixth floor in Haber’s office. In the antechamber, early 
prototypes of the optical imaging station, complete 
with differently-sized disc platforms mounted on 
plywood and protruding spindles and adjustable 
arms, fill the shelves. Within the office, where two 
shaded windows obscure a view of Oakland’s 
downtown skyline, every surface of three desks is 
covered with stacks of documents and reports. There 
are boxes of uneaten, still-wrapped energy bars, 
gifts from the manufacturers of precision optical 
equipment. Between the windows, Haber has pinned 
a photographic gallery of scientists, artists, and 
musicians who inspire him. Some are obvious: Enrico 
Fermi, Albert Einstein, and J. S. Bach. A few others—
Andy Warhol?—require explanation.

Haber, a compact man with a good dusting of gray in 
his close-cropped hair and beard, laughs as he offers 
a Fig Newton or a slice of apple to his visitor. “Warhol 
reminds me of the trips I’d take into the city from 
Queens in the 1970s,” he says. “I was not focused on 
science in high school. I was oriented toward art and 
journalism. People like Warhol and Patti Smith were 
spectacular. Also, Warhol’s work in Pop Art, and his 
assertion that ‘in the future, everyone will be famous 
for 15 minutes,’ was very prescient about the state of 
our current digitized culture.”

The switch to physics, Haber explains, came during 
his freshman year at Columbia. Intending to major in 
bioengineering, he became interested in quantum 
mechanics thanks to Theodore Talbot, a graduate 
student preceptor who taught the history of science as 
part of Contemporary Civilization, one of the school’s 
Core Curriculum courses. After taking a summer job in 
the Columbia physics lab, Haber found himself hooked. 

“Columbia’s Physics Department was friendly and 
welcoming,” he recalls. “I enjoyed tasks like drawing 
up schematics, taking measurements, compiling 
data, and building equipment. And the proximity of 
Columbia’s star professors and Nobel Prize winners just 

specialists. Around the world, archivists and sound 
historians reach out to Haber, knowing that he and 
his colleagues have restored long-lost recordings by 
Thomas Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, Jack London, 
Howard Hughes, and even Janis Joplin. 

This doesn’t mean that Haber has switched careers. 
On the contrary, his work on sound restoration grew 
directly out of insights and instrumentation developed 
on the ATLAS Project, where he remains as a senior 
scientist. “As physicists,” he explains, “we use detectors 
much like cameras to create pictures of the interaction, 
creation, and decay of new types of matter, such 
as the Higgs particle.” In 2000, Haber was already 
wondering where else the Berkeley Lab might apply 
its well-developed approach to tracking the precise 
movement of trace particles. The answer came while 
he was stuck in traffic and listening to the radio.

During the broadcast, author and Grateful Dead 
percussionist mickey Hart was sounding the alarm for a 
wide range of recordings made during the last century 

that were in danger of disappearing. Describing the 
deteriorating and fragile state of lacquer discs and 
wax cylinders—the predominant recording media 
until 1950, when magnetic tape was widely adopted—
Hart bemoaned the problems facing conservators. 
many of the surviving artifacts were so fragile as to 
be unplayable. To hear these recordings was to risk 
destroying them. 

Haber wondered if the ultra high-resolution optical 
scanning technology already in use in the ATLAS 
laboratory could be applied to this problem. At the 
time, the technology was being used to help develop 
very precise, camera-like detectors for eventual use 
in the CERN particle collider—detectors that could 
picture something as infinitesimal as the vertex of an 
exploding particle (the point at which a once-whole 
particle explodes into traces or lines).

Stuck in traffic, Haber pondered. Could the same 
technology be used to scan the physical, circular 
groove of a disc or cylinder? Sound waves, after all, 

Photo: Roy Kaltschmidt/UC Berkeley
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and attentive to make sure the transfer was not marred 
by distortions, skips, or damage in the original disk or 
cylinder.” But the Library of Congress has approximately 
one million older sound recordings. “Individual oversight 
is neither fast nor efficient. We needed a new tool,” 
he says. “Ultimately, Haber is an instrument builder. 
He knows how to spec out and build scientific-grade 
equipment. What the Library of Congress provided was 
the justification for doing so.”

restoring the Pioneers of sound 
recording

The two institutions signed a memo of understanding, 
giving Haber’s team funding to build more prototypes 
and continue experimenting. The news spread like 
wildfire. “Back then, we only had audio clips,” Haber 
marvels. “But that first press release prompted a wildfire 
of inquiries from the New York Times, the BBC, and other 
outlets.” These, in turn, prompted inquiries from curators 
and archivists. 

Beginning a series of historically significant sound 
restorations that Haber calls his team’s “greatest hits,” 
the California State Park Service was the first to ask for 
help from Haber’s team. In 2006, it brought over a 1915 
wax Dictaphone cylinder, enabling IRENE to recover a 
letter dictated by author Jack London. The museum of 
Innovation and Science, based in Schenectady, New 
York, brought Haber an embossed tinfoil made by 
Thomas Edison in 1878, the medium used by the famed 
inventor to create sound recordings with a playback 
mechanism. The National Park Service used IRENE to 
restore its collection of 1890 recordings on small metal 
rings embedded in “talking dolls,” a failed business 
venture of Edison’s. 

U.S.-based audio historians (who document their work 
at Firstsounds.org), having searched at the French 
Academy of Science and the French Patent Office, 
brought high-resolution scans of the world’s first-ever 
recognizable recording of a human voice from 1860. 
The sound waves were captured on soot-covered paper 
by Parisian inventor Édouard-Léon Scott de martinville. 
The machine, which Scott de martinville named the 
“phonautograph,” had no playback mechanism, Haber 
notes. No one ever heard the French inventor sing “Au 

added to the atmosphere.” Haber shakes his head with 
amazement as he recalls lectures by nuclear physicist 
Chien-Shiung Wu, theoretical physicist T. D. Lee, and 
elder statesman and scientist I. I. Rabi, who served in 
the Eisenhower administration. “I quickly grasped that 
working in a lab and spending your whole life doing 
research seemed like a great way to spend one’s time.”

the birth of irene

Soon, Haber leads the way to a clean room on the 
fourth floor. Donning white coats and shoe covers, we 
enter a large, cold room where five graduate students 
and postdocs work at a variety of workstations. 
Haber chats briefly with each of them, checking their 
progress. Several are inspecting the surface stability 
of a large, laminated, carbon-fiber structure. Haber 
reassures one exchange student from the École 
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne that he has 
spoken to an administrator on his behalf. Signatures 
are forthcoming, paperwork will move along. The 
young man smiles gratefully.

In the middle of the lab is a station with two computers 
and several monitors, next to a large table supporting 
a platform and other apparatus. Haber points to the 
table’s metal arch with its attached microscope used 
for high-resolution scanning. “This is where Vitaliy 

Fadeyev wrote his computer algorithm and spent one 
hour of measurement.”

Haber is referring to the outcome of his traffic-
jam epiphany. For years he discussed the idea of 
sound preservation via optical scanning with his lab 
colleagues. Some said it would never work. Others 
brought in wobbly old 78 rpm discs. Haber even made 
a bet with his supervisor, predicting their success 
would lead to an interview on NPR. 

Finally, on a weekend in 2002, one of Haber’s 
postdoctoral colleagues, Vitaliy Fadeyev (who 
continues to work on the ATLAS Project at UC Santa 
Cruz), wrote a bit of computer code. He redirected 
the movements of the high-resolution microscope to 
scan the surface of an old 78 rpm shellac disc by the 
Weavers, a group of folksingers prominent in the late 
1940s through the early 1960s. On monday, Fadeyev 
played an audio clip of their hit “Goodnight, Irene” for 
Haber. 

“That was a magical moment,” Haber recalls. With a tip 
of the hat to Fadeyev’s effort, he named the technology 
(consisting of the scanning platform, optical 
equipment, digital metrology analysis, and customized 
software) “IRENE,” an acronym for “Image, Reconstruct, 
Erase Noise, Etc.” After further experiments, Haber and 
Fadeyev published their findings in the Journal of the 
Audio Engineering Society in December 2003. With this 
proof-of-concept blueprint in hand, Haber launched 
an outreach campaign, emailing the article to cultural 
archives and preservationist institutions in the U.S. 

“Not many people will respond to a cold email,” he 
says. most archivists, Haber continues, thought 
IRENE “was just another attempt to bounce a laser 
on the object.” However, the chief of the Preservation 
Directorate at the Library of Congress gave the paper 
to Peter Alyea, a digital preservation specialist. “His 
father was a physicist, so he understood what we were 
talking about,” Haber laughs. 

Alyea, who read the paper during his lunch hour, says 
he realized that Haber had identified a process that 
would improve the conservation process significantly. 
Reached by phone at his Washington, D.C., office, he 
explains that prior to IRENE, “Audio transfers relied on a 
person with good hearing. Someone had to be present 

“Before Haber’s work, our sonic 
heritage was in dire straits. 
the technology he developed 
demonstrates that recordings once 
considered unplayable can be 
recovered.”

For years he discussed the idea 
of sound preservation via optical 
scanning with his lab colleagues. 
Some said it would never work. 
Others brought in wobbly old 78 
rpm discs. Haber even made a bet 
with his supervisor, predicting their 
success would lead to an interview 
on nPr. 

Photo: Barbara Tannenbaum
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on. Working under the auspices of the Hearst museum 
of Anthropology at UC Berkeley, Haber and his team 
will restore some 2,700 recordings of Native American 
speech and song made on wax cylinders in the early 
20th century. Funding for the UC Berkeley project 
will come from a joint National Science Foundation 
and National Endowment for the Humanities initiative 
called “Documenting Endangered Languages.”

To build each new IRENE requires an estimated 
$200,000 in equipment, time, and labor. That doesn’t 
cover continued support or additional research. To 
pay for that, Haber has put funds from his macArthur 
Fellowship into the Berkeley Experimental Particle 
Physics Center on the UC Berkeley campus. The 
Center, which has an interdisciplinary mission, 
will also work on audio preservation. He cites the 
expenses incurred in December 2014 when he 
traveled to Chennai to inspect its model. Humidity and 
condensation had damaged the instrumentation, and 
Haber insisted on repairing it. The funds came out of 
his macArthur prize.

Haber divides the great untapped collection of wax, 
shellac, or lacquer-based media in the world into three 
broad categories: commercial recordings from the turn 
of the century comprising perhaps one million unique 
titles; experimental recordings made by inventors 
and pioneers in the late 19th century (the focus of 
Haber’s past decade of restoration work); and field 
recordings made by researchers, anthropologists, and 
ethnographers between 1890 and 1950. In this last 
category, Haber estimates there might be 100,000 
wax cylinders and transcription discs to unlock in the 
United States alone. “These field recordings represent 
our greatest opportunity,” he says. “Are there millions 
of undiscovered commercial recordings capable 
of changing our conception of the world? Probably 
not. But there are many items out there that only 
researchers know about. And these scholars are only 
beginning to explore what it means to have this sonic 
heritage available.”

Clair de la Lune” until 2008, when the material was 
analyzed by the IRENE software. 

In 2009, Smithsonian curator Carlene Stephens 
reached out to Haber and his team to restore 
experimental recordings created at the Volta Lab by 
Alexander Graham Bell in the late 19th century. The 
material, curated for an exhibit called Hear My Voice: 
Alexander Graham Bell and the Origins of Recorded 
Sound, is now on display at the Smithsonian in 
Washington, D.C., and available online. 

An internAtionAL coLLAborAtion

While the macArthur grant singled out Haber 
for recognition, he takes care to emphasize the 
collaborative nature of the audio project. Returning 
to the sixth floor, Haber seeks out Earl Cornell. A tall, 
thin man who works in the Berkeley Lab’s Engineering 
Division, Cornell is Haber’s primary collaborator on 
the IRENE project. Haber also cites Professor Ottar 
Johnson at the University of Applied Science in 

Fribourg, Switzerland, who had developed a different 
photographic approach to preserving disc recordings. 
Their collaboration, which began in 2005, has resulted 
in some 40 Swiss engineering exchange students 
coming to work in Haber’s lab. 

One of them is Simon marti, an exchange student from 
the Zurich University of Applied Sciences at Winterthur. 
marti, who is working on his master’s thesis, is bent 
close to the computer screen. There are whiteboards 
on one wall, a row of computers, and shelves with 
boxes of wires, bolts, and extra power sources for 
hands-on tinkering. Resting on a table in the far corner 
is the model itself—the lab’s most current iteration of 
assembled tools and scanning equipment that IRENE 
comprises.

Next to him is a box of sharp, broken record pieces, 
old lacquer 78s that were too brittle to survive intact. 
marti has scanned each piece separately and is using 
customized software to stitch the images of audio 
wave patterns into a continuous whole. “Where the 
edges line up is still rough,” he admits, asking Haber’s 
advice on ways to smooth out the assembled image. 

After brainstorming with marti, Haber walks over 
to a wall cabinet and pulls out a box of recording 
artifacts—pre-war transcription records, where the 
lacquer coating is either peeling away, bubbled from 
the surface, or separated entirely with the aluminum 
core exposed. “By photographing the entire surface of 
a recording artifact,” he says, “IRENE can restore some 
materials facing even this level of deterioration.”

Projecting into the future

Haber’s team has built five IRENE models. One, of 
course, is located in Haber’s sixth-floor lab. The 
Library of Congress has two models, with one in 
Washington, D.C., and the other at the National Audio 
Visual Conservation Center in Culpeper, Virginia. The 
fourth IRENE, housed at the Northeast Document 
Conservation Center in Andover, massachusetts, is 
available for use by the public for a small fee. The 
fifth model is in the Roja muthiah Research Library in 
Chennai, India. A sixth will be installed at UC Berkeley’s 
moffitt Library for the next project Haber will embark 

Photo: Barbara Tannenbaum

Photo: Island Photography
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Of Bears and Humans
As a child, Rae Wynn-Grant fell in love with nature through television, 

watching shows on PBS. She marveled at the large charismatic 
species—lions, jaguars, tigers—and the exotic places in which they lived.

She dreamed of hosting a nature show, traveling to these faraway places and 
seeing these wild creatures. But that felt impossibly far away. Growing up in the 
heart of San Francisco, she was within driving distance of the backwoods of 
Yosemite, but her parents were not the “outdoorsy” type, and the family did not 
spent much time in nature. 

Being a city kid was not the largest obstacle in her mind, though. Wynn-Grant 
recalls that none of the hosts on PBS when she was a child were anything like 
her.  

“The hosts of these shows, at least back then, were the same kind of person 
every time,” she says. “It would be an older white man—none of the things I 
was, as a young black female. Often not even an American, but someone with 
a British accent or an Australian accent, who seemed very familiar with these 
places.” 

She hasn’t gotten a nature show quite yet, but she seems well on her way. 

Wynn-Grant recently defended her doctoral dissertation in the Department 
of Ecology, Evolution, and Environmental Biology at GSAS, but she has been 
studying environmental science since her freshman year at Emory University in 
Atlanta. Wynn-Grant recalls attending a department fair soon after arriving at 
Emory and being approached by a black professor.

“Even after a few moments of talking about my potential interest in science, I 
remember very distinctly he said, ‘I really think you should try environmental 
science. It would be right up your alley. We’d love to have you in the 
department.’”

It was a pivotal moment in Wynn-Grant’s academic life. She says it was then 
that she understood there was a place for someone like her in environmental 
science. “He really saw me and listened to me, and I believed him,” she says of 
the professor.

By raphael pope-sussman
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She immersed herself in the field but was not certain 
she wanted to pursue it as a career until her junior 
year, when she spent a semester in Kenya through a 
conservation biology study abroad program. For five 
months, she and her classmates camped in a rural, 
tribal region of the country, where they studied wildlife 
management and ecology with Kenyan professors. Ten 
thousand miles from her birthplace, Wynn-Grant was 
doing research in the very kind of setting she had seen 
on PBS as a child. “All of a sudden, I realized this was a 
career path that was available for anybody, not just the 
people I saw on TV,” she says. “That was ten years ago, 
and since then I haven’t looked back.”

After graduating from Emory in 2006 with a degree 
in environmental studies, she took a job as a research 
assistant at the World Wildlife Fund in Washington, D.C. 
She spent two years at the fund and then moved on 
to the Yale School of Forestry, where she received her 
master’s in environmental science. In 2010, she arrived 
at Columbia as a doctoral student. She has spent 
the past five years commuting between morningside 
Heights and the Nevada backcountry, where she 
studies the effects of human activity on the health and 
movement of black bear populations. 

Black bears need a lot of space to live. Their “home 
ranges”—the territory they occupy across a lifetime—
can encompass more than 40 square kilometers. 
Wynn-Grant chose to study black bears because their 
need for space makes them particularly susceptible to 
the impact of human development. They are a canary 
in the coal mine, of sorts. And unlike many larger 
species, black bears are not endangered, which makes 
it far easier for a graduate student to study one up 
close.

Wynn-Grant’s research involves plenty of time in front 
of a computer analyzing data, but also a lot of time in 
the mountains carrying bear traps and a tranquilizer 
gun. Every year, she spends months in the Lake Tahoe 
Basin hiking isolated mountain ranges—sometimes 
with a small team, but often all alone. In order to tag a 
bear, Wynn-Grant digs a hole and places a trap, which 
she baits with fragrant food such as smoked fish or 
peanut butter. When a bear approaches and reaches 
into the hole, it releases a lever that snares the bear’s 
paw in a loop of thick cord that is fixed to a sturdy tree. 

This kind of trap is safe for the bear but not entirely 
reliable. Sometimes the bear will escape, but every few 
days or weeks, one will be trapped. Wynn-Grant checks 
her two traps each day to ensure that no bear is left 
tied to a tree for an extended period of time. When she 
finds a bear that is trapped, she approaches the bear 
and, from a safe distance, shoots it with the tranquilizer 
gun. Once the bear is tranquilized, Wynn-Grant 
attaches a GPS collar, which transmits the coordinates 
of the animal’s location every four hours. 

Using this information, Wynn-Grant is able to chart 
the movement patterns of the local population of 
black bears, giving her insight into how human activity 

impacts the animals. She has found that bears in the Lake 
Tahoe Basin no longer settle where there are significant 
levels of human activity—not only urban sprawl and 
busy highways, but also ski resorts and forest campsites. 
“Bears are actually changing how they use the landscape 
and avoiding certain areas because people are there, but 
which might otherwise be high-quality habitat for them,” 
she says.

There is also the problem of garbage. Bears like an 
easy meal, especially when they are storing energy for 
their winter hibernation. As humans encroach upon 
their habitat, bears are attracted to the vast quantity 
of food waste that humans produce. Venturing out of 
their ranges in search of this food is perilous for black 
bears. They may be struck by cars along the highway 
or captured and relocated by wildlife authorities who 
are called in to handle a “problem bear”—one that is 
wandering in populated areas, often rummaging through 
trash cans.

These encounters are happening all over the country, 
not just in Nevada. New Jersey, Colorado, California, New 
York—anywhere there is human activity in bear country, 
the bear population is threatened, sometimes existentially. 

For her dissertation, Wynn-Grant made recommendations 
on how humans and bears can better coexist in a 
landscape they increasingly share. Drawing on literature 
indicating that waste handling has a major impact on 
human-bear conflicts, she suggested the implementation 
of better waste management techniques, such as the 
use of bear-proof containers for garbage. She also 
recommended highway overpasses and underpasses for 
wildlife, which allow bears to move across their ranges 
without crossing treacherous roads. 

“As human populations expand and we find ever more 
creative ways to impact the landscapes around us, we 
are increasing the potential for conflicts between humans 
and non-human animals,” says Eleanor Sterling, chief 
conservation scientist at the Center for Biodiversity and 
Conservation within the American museum of Natural 
History (AmNH), and a thesis adviser of Wynn-Grant’s. 
“Rae not only explores theoretical issues regarding 
carnivore habitat use and black bear interactions in 
human-dominated landscapes, but she is also committed 
to thinking about management applications of her work 
to reduce the conflict.”

This summer, with her graduate work completed, Wynn-
Grant will begin a postdoctoral fellowship at the Center 
for Biodiversity and Conservation at AmNH, where she 
will continue her research on the impact of human 
activity on black bears. She will also serve as a mentor 
in the museum’s Student Research mentorship Program 
and join the museum’s diversity initiative. In this role, 
Wynn-Grant will advance a cause that has been a focal 
point of her academic career: promoting diversity in 
environmental science. 

Scholars like Wynn-Grant notwithstanding, environmental 
science remains a disproportionately white and male 
field. A 2011 study from the U.S. Census Bureau found that 
74.9 percent of the more than three million Americans 
who reported holding a bachelor’s degree in biological, 
agricultural, and environmental sciences were white. 
Only 5.7 percent were black, and 5.5 percent Hispanic 
or Latino, compared with 13 percent and 17 percent for 
these groups, respectively, in the general population. 
Women accounted for just over 45 percent of degree 
holders. 

As a founding member of the diversity committee of the 
Society for Conservation Biology, one of the largest and 
most influential organizations in the field, Wynn-Grant is 
striving to challenge what she describes as this “extreme 
underrepresentation of black and Latino students or 
practitioners” in the field. The committee is developing 
strategies for exposing high school students from 
underrepresented backgrounds to conservation biology 
and connecting them with research opportunities. 

“Studying the environment is for everybody,” Wynn-
Grant says. “It is really important to make sure that more 
people are exposed and understand that there are 
opportunities.”

As Wynn-Grant leaves Columbia, she is keeping her mind 
open about where her research will ultimately take her. 
She is also holding on to a childhood dream. “In my heart 
of hearts—I’m going to be completely honest—I have 
never, ever been able to shake the dream of wanting to 
host a wildlife show,” she says. “I would love to expose 
more people, like my younger self who was watching 
these shows, to environmental science.”
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GSAS Celebrates Graduates in 
2015 Convocation Ceremonies

Alexandra Schultz, M.A. ’15, Anthropology

Dean Alonso, Provost Coatsworth, Executive 
Vice President madigan, members of the 
faculty, administration, and staff, family, friends, 
and fellow graduates…

I have a confession to make—I didn’t step too 
far outside the box when it came to choosing a 
topic upon which to speak today. Some might 
even accuse me of unoriginality. Today, I would 
like to speak to you about education.

I imagine a silent groan has just erupted inside 
many of you: How predictable! Yes, we’re 
bombarded with newspaper articles on the 
topic: links between education and lower rates 
of HIV; correlations between schooling and 
the increased married age of young women 
in poverty-stricken countries. Politicians wax 
lyrical. In Australia—where I’m from (I’m sure 
you figured that out already)—our prime 
minister, Tony Abbott, claims that the key to 
overcoming the atrocious disparities between 
indigenous and non-indigenous Australians 
is education. He says, “It’s hard to find work 
without a basic education, and it’s hard to live 
well without a job.”

Indeed, for most people here today, quotes 
regarding the power of education have most 
likely peppered every event that you have 
attended in your academic life. I’m sure that 

you have heard, “It is the mark of an educated 
mind to be able to entertain a thought without 
accepting it” (Aristotle). Or, “Education is the 
most powerful weapon which you can use to 
change the world” (Nelson mandela).

We are told that education is the key: to better 
health outcomes and reduced crime, to social 
cohesiveness, personal well-being, community 
well-being, health literacy, computer literacy, 
and, of course, “literacy-literacy”…

I know—you get it! But do you? 

When I sat down to write this speech in the 
hope that I might be selected to speak today, 
I pondered the succinct instructions for its 
creation: “It should be no longer than 1,250 
words, and it should reflect on your experience 
as a student and your perspective on the 
future.”

my experience. As a student. And I had to 
reflect, because I left Columbia to return home 
to Australia almost twelve months ago. 

When I first thought back, I remembered 
glorious snow days: days upon which walking 
through the gates into Columbia was akin 
to entering an ethereal, blanketed, winter 
wonderland. And then I remembered how 
jaded I became when I realized that snow days 
were really about being sprayed with icy taxi 

On may 17, GSAS celebrated the Class of 2015 in two ceremonies honoring 
master’s and Ph.D. candidates.

more than 400 students in fields ranging from African-American Studies to 
Statistics participated in the m.A. Convocation ceremony, which featured 
remarks by Alexandra Schultz, m.A. ’15, Anthropology, and keynote speaker Carl 
Haber, Ph.D. ’85, Physics.

The Ph.D. Convocation ceremony recognized more than 300 graduates 
earning the University’s highest degree. Ari Ezra Waldman, Ph.D. ’15, Sociology, 
gave the student address, while Professor Sean C. Solomon, director of the 
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, delivered the keynote address. In addition, 
the Graduate Student Advisory Council (GSAC) Faculty mentoring Awards 
were given to Professor of Sociology Karen Barkey and Associate Professor 
of Sociomedical Sciences Helen-maria Lekas. The Presidential Awards for 
Outstanding Teaching were given to Spencer Brucks, a Ph.D. student in 
Chemistry; Elham Seyedsayamdost, Ph.D. ’15, Political Science; and Christine 
Webb, Ph.D. ’15, Psychology.

The texts of the two student addresses are reprinted in this issue of Superscript.
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statistically few who come into this world. 

Nonetheless, the same cannot be said for 
literacy. To read and write plays an almost 
incomprehensible role in shaping and reshaping 
our brains, in dictating the ways in which we 
communicate with the world, each other, and 
indeed ourselves. Imagine not being able to 
write a shopping list? A note to a loved one? 
Imagine your ability to communicate limited to 
the here and now. Not only has literacy allowed 
societies to function in novel and increasingly 
complex ways, it has allowed us to expand 
thought outside of our minds, our inner workings 
to spill onto pages and loose into the world. 
Indeed, Walter Ong tells us, “Without writing, the 
literate mind would not and could not think as 
it does.” more than any other single invention, 
writing has transformed human consciousness. 

Only 74 percent of the world shares the gift 
of literacy with the graduates before me. (But 
formal education, of course, extends far beyond 
mere functional literacy.) And in 2012, 58 million 
of the world’s children were not enrolled in 
school. While I’m determined not to quote 
statistics at you, I do wish to highlight that at 
every stage of your education, you became 
increasingly differentiated from those you left 
behind. Every skill that you acquired reshaped 
your brain and created new ways for you to 
see the world. You discovered that there were 
things that you never knew you did not know. 
And then you learned them. You became one 
of approximately a third of Americans to hold a 
bachelor’s degree, and now you are one of only 
8 percent to hold a master’s. And that does not 
take into consideration the exceptionality of 
the institution at which you have done so. You 
are indeed unique, and your brain is irreversibly 
changed because of it.

A quarter of the world cannot read the label on 
a medicine bottle, or enroll their child in school. 
But you have just completed a part of a journey 

that has allowed you to converse with the great 
minds of human existence. You have knowledge, 
and so you also have power. And you got 
through the “thing,” so presumably you also have 
fortitude. You have the privilege of possessing 
an exceptional education, and therefore, an 
exceptional mind.

The only question remains: what will you do with 
it?

Prior to Columbia, Alexandra Schultz earned 
a B.A. with First Class Honours from the 
University of Adelaide. She currently works at the 
Australasian Centre for Rural and Remote Mental 
Health as the manager of indigenous programs.

Ari Ezra Waldman, Ph.D. ’15, Sociology

Dean Alonso, Provost Coatsworth, Executive 
Vice President madigan, members of the faculty, 
administration, and staff, family, friends, and 
fellow graduates…

It is an honor to speak with you today; indeed, 
a privilege second only to the honor it was to 
work alongside you these last several years. It is 
true that a Ph.D. is as much about the people we 
meet as it is about the books we read and write. 
I’ve met scientists making drugs smarter and 
more precise so they attack microscopic viruses 
and not the cells around them. Among us is an 
anthropologist who is doing groundbreaking 
research on cross-cultural exchange. And 
our cohort includes a social scientist who will 
influence early childhood education with her 
work on how children learn to read.

But although our diversity of expertise will open 
myriad doors, our singular journey unites us in 
an imperative to stand in defense of education. 
Unfortunately, that education is under attack 
from a culture and political class that are 
devaluing intelligence in general and a liberal 
arts education in particular.

sludge and having my new boots permanently 
salt-stained. I thought of the long hours in 
Columbia’s many beautiful libraries. The creaky 
seats. The hushed whispers. I shuddered to think 
of those weeks in which it seemed as though 
all of my professors, for all of my subjects, 
had conspired to each assign an entire—near 
impenetrable—book as that week’s reading.

However, I also reflected more deeply upon my 
experience. What did my time at Columbia mean 
to me? What was I taking away with me? I wrote 
three words on a piece of paper: Knowledge. 
Power. Fortitude. Underneath this trio, I had 
written “education.” It was underlined, twice.

Gifted as we are with the power of language, 

human beings have learned to manipulate 
words. Some are evocative and forceful 
and hold great value: “freedom!” Others loll 
esoterically and almost comedically off the 
tongue: “phenomenology.” However, it is a great 
travesty that others, like “education,” seem to 
have been hollowed out of all meaning, over-
used. Like a word that as a child—in some kind 
of a precocious cognitive experiment—you’d 
repeat over and again just to experience the odd 
sensation of it becoming completely devoid of 
meaning to your brain: “muffin, muffin, muffin, 
muffin, muffin…”

I should like to make an attempt today to bring 
back a little of the word’s meaning to us all—
“education,” not “muffin”—in the hope that we 
might comprehend the great accomplishment 
and privilege that we are here to celebrate.

Let’s begin with language. Language, arguably, is 
the first step on a road to formal education, and 
it shapes us intimately and profoundly. It wires 
our brains in myriad wonderful, terrible, and 
irreversible ways. It shapes what we see and how 
we think. It gives us the ability to retain thought, 
memory. It gives us the ability to share thought. 
Language defines our perceptive abilities. For 
example, having a word for a particular color 
allows us to more accurately “see” that color. 
Some languages have limited categories of 
color, and consequently, speakers of such 
languages have more difficulty discerning 
between variations. If the word for green does 
not exist in your vocabulary—it is subsumed 
under “yellow” and “blue”—you will find it more 
difficult to distinguish what English speakers call 
“green” from other “yellows” and “blues.”

more amazingly, however: as we learn new 
languages, we also acquire the perceptive 
abilities that come with them. It’s exciting to 
think that “out there” are not only new ways of 
thinking, but truly new ways of experiencing 
the world. Language is fortunately denied to 
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groups. Our society needs to have many of 
the debates these advocates will inspire. But 
someone must stand for the critical thinking 
that makes those debates possible. That 
responsibility falls to us.

We are the best examples of what broad-based 
learning can create. And I’m not just referring 
to the sociologists or psychologists, historians, 
and anthropologists among us. Consider the 
mIT technologist who spent years learning 
theory before putting it into action to create 
BuzzFeed. And the engineer who studied 
a problem of urban construction, assessed 
the city’s needs and future constraints, and 
challenged his industry’s norms to come up 
with a miracle of urban revitalization. We call 
his invention the High Line. And the literature 
student who did nothing less than revolutionize 
computing, technology, and daily life. His name 
was Steve Jobs.

We are all products of a comprehensive liberal 
arts education that pushed us to innovate 
in our chosen fields. But with this kind of 
education under fire, we must now become its 
advocates. We must do this so the next cohort 
can challenge our dogmas and address next-
generation problems in unconventional ways, 
ways that never crossed our minds. We must 
do this so future generations can learn and 
think for themselves.

Thank you, and congratulations.

Ari Ezra Waldman is currently an associate 
professor of law and director of the Innovation 
Center for Law and Technology at New York Law 
School, where he teaches intellectual property, 
privacy, Internet law, and torts. Before pursuing 
his Ph.D., he earned a J.D. from Harvard Law 
School in 2005 and a B.A. in history from 
Harvard College. His scholarship centers on 
the law and policy of Internet social life, with 
particular focus on privacy, cyberharassment, 
and online bullying.

Rick Scott, the conservative governor of 
Florida, said that his state doesn’t “need any 
anthropologists.” Floridians, he said, need to 
focus solely on math and engineering classes. 
The governor of North Carolina, Pat mcCrory, 
who gutted his state’s education budget, 
called certain liberal arts classes “worthless.” 
Wisconsin’s Governor Scott Walker recently 
cut $300 million from his state’s university 
system, calling on faculty to just teach more 
classes and calling for curricular changes 
that emphasize “getting jobs.” And the left is 
not innocent, either. In his effort to expand 
vocational education opportunities, an 
otherwise noble goal, the President singled 
out art history as, perhaps, an “unnecessary” 
distraction. 

The argument goes something like this: if the 
United States ever hopes to compete against 
technology powerhouses in other parts of 
the world, and if it ever hopes to “win” the 
economic wars of tomorrow, we have to train 
people for the technology jobs to come. In 
times of scarce resources, when we are all 
asked to do more with less, we do not have 
the luxury, these critics say, of a broad-based 
liberal arts education. It’s just not practical, and 
it doesn’t get people jobs. 

I do not deny that American education can do 
better by its students, their parents, and the 
society it serves. Nor do I deny that education 
in science and technology is essential for our 
future. I myself am a student of technology 
and how we interact with each other on 
the Internet. But by taking a myopic view of 
education, we endanger that which has made 
this country so innovative, so dynamic, diverse, 
and vibrant.

A liberal arts education is a lifelong endeavor 
that trains us to question dogma, challenge 
the status quo, and defy conventional wisdom. 
It is, therefore, not only essential to a well-
functioning and responsive democracy, but, 

as the germ of new ideas, it is a necessary 
element in the innovation equation.

Behind the electrical engineer’s drive to power 
the world through smarter grids and new 
computers is a willingness to defy convention. 
Behind the architect’s design for a physical 
space is the awareness of how structures 
impact social interaction and how oppressive 
governments have, throughout history, used 
spaces to keep their citizens in line. And 
behind the Internet of things is a network 
inspired by philosophies—both ancient and 
modern—of decentralization, lack of hierarchy, 
and constant generativity. These are ideals that 
we learn both in and out of the classroom, but 
they are denied us when we excise the liberal 
arts from the broad-based education society 
needs.

Like all of us here today, STEm [science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics] 
and the liberal arts have to work together if our 
society’s goal is to educate and foster creative 
thinkers who come up with the next big idea 
rather than create mere functionaries who are 
content to implement the last one. 

Without such freethinking liberal arts majors, 
for example, we wouldn’t have YouTube or 
Facebook, smartphones or wind turbines, 
SoulCycle or Spanx. The technology for some 
of these innovations may come from STEm 
education, but the ideas, the philosophies, 
the sociological, anthropological, and cultural 
brainwork are from a far wider liberal arts 
education.

Together, we need to stand up for the value 
of a broad liberal arts education because no 
one else will. Industry trade associations will 
continue to lobby for more trained bodies 
in their fields. Politicians will continue to cut 
budgets to fund whatever project or tax 
incentives that suit their ideologies. And 
interest groups will continue to press for 
specific changes that affect their constituent 
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prestigious awards in addition to the Nobel Prize, 
including the Franklin Institute’s Benjamin Franklin 
medal, the American Chemical Society’s Arthur C. 
Cope Award, and the American Institute of Chemists’ 
Gold medal.

Jacques Pépin

A native of France, Pépin served as the personal 
chef to three heads of state, including Charles de 
Gaulle, before moving to the United States in 1959 
and becoming the director of research and new 
development for the Howard Johnson Company. He 
valued his academic pursuits, earning a bachelor’s 
degree from Columbia University in 1970 and 
continuing his studies at the Graduate School in 
French and Romance Philology, where he received a 
master of Arts in 1972.

In the decades since, Pépin has built a reputation as 
an acclaimed chef, television host, prolific author, 
and respected teacher. His many popular programs 
on public television include Jacques Pépin’s Kitchen, 
Essential Pépin, and Julia and Jacques Cooking at 
Home, which he co-hosted with Julia Child and which 
won a Daytime Emmy Award in 2001. As an author, 
he has published numerous best-selling cookbooks 
and written columns for The New York Times and 
Food & Wine magazine. He also teaches the next 
generation of chefs as the dean of special programs at 
the International Culinary Center in New York, and as 
the co-founder of the master of Liberal Arts program 
in gastronomy at Boston University’s metropolitan 
College. 

In addition to the Emmy, Pépin has earned many 
accolades in his career, including three of France’s 
highest honors: the Chevalier de l’Ordre national de 
la Légion d’honneur des Arts et des Lettres, and du 
mérite Agricole. He is also the 2005 recipient of the 
James Beard Foundation Lifetime Achievement Award.

dean’s Award for 
distinguished 
Achievement
each may, the graduate school of Arts and 

sciences presents the dean’s Award for 

distinguished Achievement to two alumni. the 

award celebrates exceptional Ph.d. and m.A. 

recipients who have exerted a profound impact 

not only in academia, but also in the larger 

world. Awardees are recognized as models 

of what a columbia graduate student can 

accomplish.

the recipients of the 2015 dean’s Award for 

distinguished Achievement are robert h. 

grubbs, Ph.d. ’68, chemistry, and jacques 

Pépin, m.A. ’72, french and romance Philology.

Robert H. Grubbs 

A native of Kentucky, Grubbs came to Columbia 
University to conduct research with Professor Ron 
Breslow in the Department of Chemistry. After 
earning his Ph.D. in 1968, he joined the faculty of 
michigan State University in 1969, then moved to the 
California Institute of Technology in 1978, where he 
is now the Victor and Elizabeth Atkins Professor of 
Chemistry.

Grubbs’s research has made significant contributions 
to the field of organic chemistry. In 2005, the Royal 
Swedish Academy of Sciences awarded him and 
two others with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry, for 
the development of the metathesis method in 
organic synthesis. Prior to their work, metathesis 
was a poorly understood chemical reaction. Grubbs 
developed powerful new catalysts for metathesis 
that enable custom synthesis of valuable molecules, 
including pharmaceuticals and new polymers with 
novel properties. metathesis has led to industrial and 
pharmaceutical methods that are more efficient, 
simpler, and environmentally friendly.

In addition to his scholarship, Grubbs has mentored 
several hundred students and postdoctoral fellows 
in his career. He has been elected to the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National 
Academy of Sciences, and the National Academy 
of Engineering. He has been recognized with many 
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Karnit Flug was appointed Governor of the Bank of 
Israel in 2013. She credits her Columbia education with 
providing a springboard for her career in economic 
policy. 

After living and studying in Israel for many years, 
what brought you to Columbia University for a 
Ph.D.?

After finishing my undergraduate and master’s at the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, I wanted to broaden 
my exposure to other excellent academic institutions. 
Columbia University presented me with a winning 
combination: academic excellence, particularly 
in the fields I was interested in (labor markets and 
international trade); living in New York City; and a 
fellowship that made all of this possible.

How would you describe your experience at 
Columbia and in New York City in the early to mid-
1980s?

Student life was very exciting, with students from all 
over the world forming close friendships, and studying 
was intense and stimulating. New York City was 
exciting, but also a bit overwhelming and even scary. 
There were streets and parks just near the University 
you couldn’t get close too. It was nice to come 
back later (in the 1990s) to this area and witness the 
significant improvement, which made you feel safe to 
wander around the University in all directions. 

Your dissertation was titled “Government Policies 
in a General Equilibrium Model of International 
Trade and Human Capital.” Can you provide a 
synopsis? 

my dissertation dealt with the effects of government 
policies on the pattern of international trade. In 
particular, I developed a theoretical model to examine 
the effects of policies such as minimum wage and 
subsidizing education on the formation of human 
capital, and in turn on the type of products a small 
open economy will specialize in. In the empirical 
part of my dissertation, I tested implications of the 
theoretical model using cross-country data. I estimated 
the effect of minimum wages and government 
spending on education, on the skill composition of the 

Karnit 
Flug

labor force in each country, and on the skilled/unskilled 
labor ratio embodied in exports and imports of each 
country. 

Were there any Columbia professors who were 
particularly influential for you as a young scholar?

In both fields—international trade and labor 
economics—the professors who were most influential 
in my studies were Jacob mincer, Ronald Findlay, and 
Jagdish Bhagwati. 

When you first joined the Bank of Israel in 1988, you 
worked in the Research Department, publishing 
papers on the topics of macroeconomics, the 
labor market, and social policies. In 2001, you 
were appointed director of the department, a 
position you held for ten years. Would you say that 
a passion for economics research, both theoretical 
and empirical, has been a continuous thread 
throughout your education and professional life?

my interest in economic policy started with the type 
of questions I chose to explore in my dissertation, 
continued with the choice of my first job as an 
economist with the ImF, and was also reflected in my 
professional life at the Bank of Israel. my work was 
always focused on economic policy questions, earlier 
on as a researcher and now as a policy maker. The 
research background provided me with the analytical 
tools to help understand the possible channels 
through which policies affect outcomes.

The President of Israel appointed you Governor of 
the Bank of Israel in November 2013. What have 
been your highest priorities since assuming the 
role?

Since the global financial crisis in 2008, the role of the 
central bank of a small open economy like Israel has 
become very challenging because of the low global 
growth (and consequently low global demand for the 
products of the small economy) and an extremely 
accommodating monetary policy applied by all 
major central banks. Thus, the main priority has been 
to provide the stable conditions for the economy 
necessary for growth and employment within the 
stormy global environment. Another role I carry as 

Governor of the Bank of Israel is to provide economic 
policy advice to the government. In such a capacity, 
my main priority has been to focus on policies that 
could foster sustainable inclusive growth. This means 
policies that would improve the skills and employability 
of individuals from groups in society that tend to have 
a low participation rate and low earning capacity.

What do you enjoy doing in your free time?

I don’t have much of it, but when I do I enjoy reading, 
walking, and cooking.

Do your travels ever bring you back to New York or 
the United States? 

Yes, I do get to NYC once in a while, and I enjoy 
that very much. I particularly enjoy walking around 
Columbia and seeing what has changed (the area 
has become much cleaner and safer) and also seeing 
some of the things that have remained the same.

Is there anything else you would like to add?

This is an opportunity for me to say a big thank-you 
to Columbia University for providing me with the 
foundations on which my professional career has been 
built.

Ph.D. ’86, economics 

Interview by Andrew Ng
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Kevin Elliott recently deposited his dissertation in 
political science. He honed his teaching craft by 
taking advantage of various professional development 
opportunities at Columbia, including the Lead Teaching 
Fellow, Summer Teaching Scholar, and Core Preceptor 
programs. 

Your dissertation is titled “Designing Attentive 
Democracy: Political Interest and Electoral 
Institutions.” What is its main idea?

In recent years, a lot of efforts to create a more 
flourishing democracy have focused on small-scale 
“deliberative” institutions—situations where ordinary 
citizens can engage in face-to-face discussions, such 
as town halls, participatory budgeting, and citizen 
juries. But this raises concerns that democracy for the 
masses is not really being reformed. my dissertation 
makes an argument that reaching everyone, even in 
small ways, is a better path to creating a more robust 
and flourishing democracy. I especially focus on 
electoral institutions and mandatory voting.

Your curriculum vitae shows a strong interest in 
teaching. What do you enjoy about it?

It’s a challenge that I love. You’re steering your class to 
an understanding of some new and unfamiliar idea—
and when it happens, it’s wonderful. But you need to 
go in with a lot of thought and preparation.

How did this passion for teaching come about?

It started with thinking about the difference that 
political theory can make in the world. I realized that 
educating students can make that impact—if I can help 
them gain a more critical perspective as they go out 
and shape the world, that is how a political scientist 
can make a difference. Plus, I’ve always liked to instruct 
people—my mother called me “mr. Know It All.”

In the 2014–2015 academic year, GSAS started a 
pilot program called the “Lead Teaching Fellows” 
(LTFs). You were one of two LTFs appointed in the 
Political Science department. Tell me about your 
experience as part of this inaugural cohort.

The main thing we do is organize events in our 
departments that focus on teaching. It allows me 
to share the pedagogical insights that I’ve had, 
specifically in designing successful courses, writing 
good syllabi, and incorporating assessment. I had 
talked about these topics before with my peers, but 
not in any formal context. Also as an LTF, I attended 
events at the GSAS Teaching Center, which helped 
improve my performance as an educator of educators. 
In the end, it’s this type of training that aspiring 
university professors will need to train future Ph.D. 
students.

Kevin Elliott
Ph.D. ’15, Political Science

Did you take advantage of any other resources at 
the GSAS Teaching Center?

I attended a “Presentation Skills for Educators” 
workshop that was run by an improvisation artist [Jen 
Oleniczak]. The workshop helped me find my verbal 
tics. I discovered that I often speak too quickly, and 
that I need to slow down. She put an emphasis on the 
physicality of presentation. She corrected people’s 
posture (which aids in the volume of one’s voice), and 
she prevented people from wandering or rocking back 
and forth as they spoke. It was helpful to be made 
aware of how people present themselves physically.

I also attended a “Collaborative Learning” workshop, 
which focused on successful strategies for structuring 
group work and the rules to give. The Core class that 
I teach was doing group work at the time, so I was 
looking for tips and strategies.

As a Summer Teaching Scholar in 2013 and 2014, 
you had the opportunity to teach courses of your 
own design. How was that experience?

It was very rewarding. I had a number of non-traditional 
and international students in the summer who brought 
a variety of life experiences, extraordinary insight, 

and different perspectives to our political theory 
discussions. Teaching courses that I designed myself 
is a good way of testing how I understand the topics. 
By seeing how my students respond, I can gauge if 
my understanding is a natural way of thinking about 
the issues. You only know by trying. It closes the 
gap between scholar and teacher, research, and 
pedagogy.

When one of your advisers, Melissa 
Schwartzberg, received a Lenfest Distinguished 
Faculty Award in 2013, she credited you for 
persuading her to be more creative in her 
pedagogy. What is the story behind that?

Being a TF in her class was a collaborative experience. 
She wanted my input in designing assignments and 
crafting the substance of the syllabus. It was the 
model of how a professor can mentor and train young 
scholars to be educators—she was the lead, and I was 
the junior member of a teaching team. It was a great 
team experience.

How would you describe your time at Columbia 
overall?

It’s become like home. The support of the University 
community that I’ve found has been wonderful. I have 
a four-year-old daughter, and I commend the school 
for benefits like the child-care subsidy for student-
parents. There’s still a long way to go, especially for 
mothers, but it’s still good support. I’ve influenced 
my peers in showing them that it’s possible to be 
successful in graduate school and have a child. 
Especially in academia, your schedule is flexible 
enough to be a parent. I think that the school and the 
University are taking steps forward in this respect. 

Interview by Andrew Ng

A lu m n I  Q &A
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Aurality: Listening 
& Knowledge in 
Nineteenth-Century 
Colombia

ana María ochoa gautier, 
Music

Drawing from nineteenth-
century colombian 
sources, ochoa gautier 
explores how listening 
has influenced notions 
of language, music, 
voice, and sound that 
determine the politics of 
life. 

The Mirror of the 
World: Subjects, 
Consciousness, and 
Self-Consciousness

christopher peacocke, 
philosophy

peacocke develops a 
new metaphysics of 
subjects, integrating it 
with a theory of first-
person representation 
and applying the results 
to some classical and 
modern problems. 

The Archaeology of 
American Cities

nan a. rothschild, 
anthropology

rothschild and co-
author Diana diZerega 
Wall provide an 
archaeological guide for 
understanding the social 
forces that influence 
the development of 
american cities.

Readings

gayatri chakravorty 
spivak, english and 
comparative Literature

through close analysis 
of J. M. coetzee’s 
Summertime and 
elizabeth gaskell’s North 
and South, as well as her 
own essays and those of 
others, spivak suggests 
that a deep reading of 
literature fosters a will for 
peaceful social justice.
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FACULTY PUBLICATIoNS

The Infinite Image: Art, 
Time and the Aesthetic 
Dimension in Antiquity

Zainab Bahrani, art 
History and archaeology

Bahrani offers a 
new reading of 
Mesopotamian art, using 
the writings of Derrida, 
Hegel, Kant, and plato 
and more than 100 
illustrations to argue that 
these ancient images 
created an aesthetic 
that was both historical 
and evolving, while also 
addressing the politics of 
cultural heritage.

Dante’s Lyric Poetry: 
Poems of Youth and of 
the Vita Nuova

teodolinda Barolini, 
italian

in the first 
comprehensive 
english translation 
and commentary on 
Dante’s early verse to be 
published in almost 50 
years, Barolini illuminates 
Dante’s transformation 
from young poet to the 
writer of the visionary 
Commedia. 

Gateway to Freedom: 
The Hidden History 
of the Underground 
Railroad

eric Foner, History

Drawing on newly 
discovered documents 
from columbia’s rare 
Book & Manuscript 
Library, Foner conveys 
the sweeping history 
of the underground 
railroad and elevates it 
from folklore.

The Language Hoax: 
Why the World Looks 
the Same in Any 
Language

John H. McWhorter, 
english and comparative 
Literature

McWhorter argues that 
all humans process life 
the same way, regardless 
of language, and 
provides a sociopolitical 
analysis of the issue and 
its history.

On the Shelf
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To Catch a Virus

Marilyn J. august, ph.D. 
’76, Microbiology

august and co-
author John Booss 
weave together the 
history of infectious 
diseases, descriptions 
of technological 
advancements, 
and human stories 
to chronicle the 
development of 
diagnostic virology. 

Bookmarked: Reading 
My Way from Hollywood 
to Brooklyn

Wendy Fairey, ph.D. ’75, 
english and comparative 
Literature

in this memoir, Fairey 
recounts the influence of 
classic english novels on 
her life from childhood 
to adulthood.

Debating the American 
State: Liberal Anxieties 
and the New Leviathan, 
1930-1970

anne Kornhauser, ph.D. 
’04, History 

Kornhauser traces the 
encounter between 
liberal thought and the 
rise of the administrative 
state, explaining why it 
continues to be haunted 
by programmatic 
dysfunctions and 
political attacks today.

Reassuring the 
Reluctant Warriors: U.S. 
Civil-Military Relations 
and Multilateral 
Intervention

stefano recchia, ph.D. 
’11, political science

Drawing on declassified 
documents and 
numerous interviews, 
recchia demonstrates 
that america’s top-
ranking generals 
and admirals play an 
underappreciated role in 
steering u.s. intervention 
policy toward multilateral 
bodies like nato and the 
united nations.

On the Shelf

ALUMNI PUBLICATIoNS

Announcements
jacqueline barton, ’74bc, 
Ph.d. ’79, chemistry, 
received the Priestley medal, 
the highest honor of the 
American Chemical Society.

Eric Ford, Ph.D. ‘97, Physics,  
was elected a Fellow of the 
American Association of 
Physicists in medicine.

Mark Jackson, Ph.D. ’04, 
Physics, founded Fiat 
Physica, a fundraising platform 
that connects potential 
donors with groups seeking 
support for physics research, 
education, and outreach.

Rachel Schutt, Ph.D. ’10, 
Statistics, was nominated 
for membership in the Forum 
of Young Global Leaders, 
a division of the World 
Economic Forum.

Arturo C. Sotomayor, Ph.D. 
’04, Political Science, 
received the Luciano 
Tomassini Latin American 
International Relations Award 
for his book The Myth of the 
Democratic Peacekeeper: Civil 
and Military Relations and the 
United Nations.

Nina Young, a D.M.A. 
student in Music, was 
awarded the Rome Prize in 
musical Composition, which 
for a century has been one 
of the greatest honors in the 
world of composition.
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The following faculty members 
were awarded fellowships from 
the John Simon Guggenheim 
memorial Foundation: Brent 
Edwards, Ph.D. ’98, professor of 
English and comparative literature; 
Carmela Vircillo Franklin, professor 
of classics; and George E. Lewis, 
professor of music. Benjamin Taylor, 
Ph.D. ’92, English, was named a 
trustee of the foundation.

The following faculty members 
were honored with the Lenfest 
Distinguished Teaching Awards: 
Brian Cole, professor of physics; 
Patricia Dailey, associate professor of 
English and comparative literature; 
Souleymane Bachir Diagne, 
professor of French and Romance 
philology; Brad Garton, professor of 
music; Stathis Gourgouris, professor 
of classics and English and 

comparative literature; Liza Knapp, 
Ph.D. ’85, associate professor of 
Slavic languages; Rebecca Kobrin, 
associate professor of history; 
Feng Li, professor of East Asian 
language and cultures; molly murray, 
associate professor of English 
and comparative literature; Carol 
Rovane, professor of philosophy; 
and Dorothea von mücke, professor 
of Germanic languages.
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In memoriam

Yi-Hsiang Chang
m.A. ’08, m.Phil. ’10, History
Yi-Hsiang Chang, a Ph.D. student in 
history, died in December. Chang is 
remembered as a wonderful scholar 
and a kind person. His memorial 
service was held in Taipei, Taiwan, on 
January 26, 2015. 

Val Fitch
Ph.D. ’54, Physics
Val Fitch died in February at 91. After 
joining the Princeton University 
faculty in 1954, he and his colleague 
James Cronin began collaborating 
on experiments, eventually 
concluding that the laws of physics 
are not the same for particles and 
their antiparticle opposites—a 
discovery that earned them the 
Nobel Prize in 1980. According to 

Samuel Ting, mIT physics professor 
and Nobel laureate, Fitch’s work “is 
one of the most important in the 
20th century to show the laws of 
physics actually change with time.” 
Fitch earned many more honors and 
awards during his career, including 
the National medal of Science in 
1993.

Edna Choi Law
m.A. ’47, English and Comparative 
Literature, ’51LS 
Edna Law died in July 2014 at 90 
in Staten Island, New York. Law 
graduated from Barnard College and 
received master’s degrees in both 
English and library science before 
becoming a finance executive for 
more than 25 years. Law also worked 
with the New York Public Library 

system and held leadership positions 
at both Barnard College Library and 
the New York University Graduate 
Library of Business Administration.

James Nakamura
’52GS, Ph.D. ’64, Economics
James Nakamura, professor emeritus 
of economics, died in February at 
96. Nakamura is credited with being 
one of the first professors in the 
U.S. to teach about the Japanese 
economy. In addition to his career 
as a scholar, Nakamura was heavily 
involved in the Center on Japanese 
Economy and Business, a research 
organization based at the Columbia 
Business School.   

Val Fitch Edna Choi Law Martin Perl

Mark Lyons Peisch
Ph.D. ’59, Art History and 
Archaeology
mark Peisch died in may 2014 at 
the age of 92. He is remembered 
fondly as an educator and 
administrator, serving as the foreign 
student adviser and director of 
University admissions and financial 
aid at Columbia, as a lecturer 
in art history at Dartmouth and 
Columbia, and as associate dean of 
student affairs at New York medical 
College. He also co-founded the 
first montessori School in New 
Jersey in 1963.

Martin Perl
Ph.D. ’55, Physics
martin Perl died in September at 
the age of 87. Perl won the Nobel 
Prize in 1995 for discovering 
the tau lepton, a subatomic 
particle. A native of Brooklyn, Perl 
conducted his doctoral research 
on the sodium nucleus under the 
mentorship of Isidor Isaac Rabi, also 
a Nobel laureate. After graduating 
from Columbia, Perl held positions 
at the University of michigan and 
then Stanford University, where he 
taught and conducted research for 
half a century.

Leonard J. Rosenfeld
m.A. ’39, Political Science
Leonard J. Rosenfeld, a Staten 
Island native, died in September at 
the age of 98. He was a member 
of the U.S. Army Eighth Air Force 
from 1942 to 1945 and a lawyer 
for Schenley Industries from 1946 
to 1981. He is survived by two 
daughters, three granddaughters, 
and ten great-grandchildren. 
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anthropology
Sonia Ahsan. States of honor: Sexual 
ethics and the politics of promiscuity 
in Afghanistan. Sponsor: Brinkley m. 
messick. 

Christina Verano Carter. Haunted 
legacies: Healing and sorcery in a Vi-
sayan community. Sponsor: michael 
Taussig. 

maría del Rosario Ferro. Between the 
magic of magic and the magic of 
money: The changing nature of expe-
rience in the Sierra Nevada de Santa 
marta. Sponsor: michael Taussig. 

Goutam Gajula. The rule of sanctuary: 
Security, nature, and norms in the 
protected forests of Kerala, South 
India. Sponsor: E. Valentine Daniel. 

Guangtian Ha. Religion of the Father: 
Islam, gender, and politics of ethnic-
ity in late socialism. Sponsor: myron 
Cohen. 

Joel Lee. Recognition and its shad-
ows: Dalits and the politics of religion 
in India. Sponsor: E. Valentine Daniel. 

manuel Stefan Schwab. Speculative 

humanitarianism: Political economies 
of aid and disputed notions of crisis. 
Sponsor: mahmood mamdani. 

matthew Ellis West. Intellectual prop-
erty and the knowledge economy’s 
global division of labor: Producing 
Taiwanese green technology be-
tween the United States and China. 
Sponsor: myron Cohen. 

applied physics and applied 
Mathematics
Sarah m. Angelini. High-speed vide-
ography on HBT-EP. Sponsor: michael 
E. mauel. 

Philip J. Chuang. Development and 
characterization of ion encapsulated 
liposomes for vesicle-mediated bio-
mineralization. Sponsor: Helen H. Lu. 

Bryan Angelo DeBono. How rotation 
affects instabilities and the plasma 
response to magnetic perturbations 
in a Tokamak plasma. Sponsor: mi-
chael E. mauel. 

Chenxi Guo. Anisotropic inverse 
problems with internal measure-

ments. Sponsor: Guillaume Bal. 

Zhisheng Li. Surface chemistry stud-
ies of transition metal oxides: Titani-
um oxide and iron oxide. Sponsor: 
Richard m. Osgood Jr.

Thomas maximillian Roberts. Local 
regulation of interchange turbulence 
in a dipole-confined plasma torus 
using current injection feedback. 
Sponsor: michael E. mauel. 

Iva Vukićević. Bifurcation of localized 
eigenstates of perturbed periodic 
Schrödinger operators. Sponsor: mi-
chael I. Weinstein. 

Yan Yan. Smooth and robust solu-
tions for Dirichlet boundary control 
of fluid-solid conjugate heat transfer 
problems. Sponsor: David E. Keyes. 

architecture
Ralph Ghoche. The symbolic, the 
lithic, and the legible: Simon-Claude 
Constant-Dufeux and mid-nine-
teenth-century architectural eclecti-
cism. Sponsor: mary mcLeod. 

Dissertations
Deposited
Recently
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Ayala Levin. Exporting Zionism: Archi-
tectural modernism in Israel-African 
technical cooperation, 1958–1973. 
Sponsor: Felicity D. Scott. 

Virginia Gayle Nolan. Savage mind 
to savage machine: Techniques and 
disciplines of creativity, ca. 1880–1985. 
Sponsor: Felicity D. Scott. 

Eunice Seng. Habitation and the 
invention of a nation in Singapore, 
1936–1979. Sponsor: Kenneth  
Frampton. 

art History and archaeology
Anne Hunnell Chen. From the seed of 
the gods: Art, ideology, and cultural 
exchange with the Persian Court un-
der the Roman Tetrarchs, 284–324 CE. 
Sponsor: Francesco de Angelis. 

Amanda Voss Gannaway. Visualizing 
divine authority: An iconography of 
rulership on the late middle horizon 
and late intermediate period north 
coast of Peru. Sponsor: Esther Pasz-
tory. 

Frederick Ilchman. Jacopo Tintoretto 
in process: The making of a Venetian 
master, 1540–1560. Sponsor: David 
Rosand. 

megan Kathleen mcCarthy. The 
empire on display: Exhibitions of 
Germanic art and design in America, 
1890–1914. Sponsor: Elizabeth W. 
Hutchinson. 

Rory Owen O’Neill. Gothic on the 
edge: Light, levitation, and seismic 
culture in the evolution of medieval 
church architecture in the eastern 
mediterranean. Sponsor: Stephen 
murray.

Elizabeth A. Perkins. Antonello da mes-
sina and the independent portrait in 
fifteenth-century Italy. Sponsors: Da-
vid Freedberg and David Rosand. 

Sarah C. Schaefer. From sacred to 
spectacular: Gustave Doré’s biblical 
imagery. Sponsor: Anne Higonnet. 

Julia Alexandra Siemon. Bronzino, poli-
tics, and portraiture in 1530s Florence. 
Sponsor: michael Cole. 

Therese Sjøvoll. Queen Christina of 

Sweden’s musaeum: Collecting and 
display in the Palazzo Riario. Sponsors: 
David Freedberg and David Rosand. 

Anna Lee Spiro. Reconsidering the ca-
reer of Nicholaus artifex (ca. 1112–1164) 
in the context of later twelfth-century 
north Italian politics. Sponsor: Holger 
A. Klein. 

Zachary Dale Stewart. The integrated 
interior: Parish church architecture in 
eastern England, ca. 1330–ca. 1550. 
Sponsor: Stephen murray.

Chun-Yi Joyce Tsai. Imaging the super-
natural grotesque: Paintings of Zhong 
Kui and demons in the late southern 
Song (1127–1279) and Yuan (1271–1368) 
dynasties. Sponsor: Robert E. Harrist 
Jr. 

Susan michele Wager. Boucher’s bi-
joux: Luxury reproduction in the Age 
of Enlightenment. Sponsor: Anne 
Higonnet. 

Alena Junette Williams. movement in 
vision: Cinema, aesthetics, and mod-
ern German culture, 1918–1933. Spon-
sor: Jonathan Crary. 

astronomy
Lia Racquel Corrales. High energy 
studies of astrophysical dust. Sponsor: 
Frederik B. Paerels. 

munier Azzam Salem. Using hydro-
dynamic simulations to understand 
the structure and composition of the 
circumgalactic medium of milky Way-
sized galaxies. Sponsor: Greg Bryan.

Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biophysics
Patricia m. Gordon. A competition 
mechanism for a homeotic neuron 
identity transformation in Caenorhab-
ditis elegans. Sponsor: Oliver Hobert. 

Biological sciences
Dafne Campigli di Giammartino. Elu-
cidating the roles of PARP1 and RBBP6 
in the regulation of pre-mRNA 3’-end 
processing. Sponsor: James L. manley. 

Bo Chen. Cryo-Em and time-resolved 

cryo-Em studies on translation. Spon-
sor: Joachim Frank. 

Huan Chen. Deciphering end resec-
tion in double-strand break repair in 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Sponsor: 
Lorraine Symington. 

Jennifer Grace D’Arcangelo. Deci-
phering the role of p24 proteins in 
COPII-mediated protein secretion. 
Sponsor: Elizabeth miller. 

Daniel Jun-Kit Hu. Roles for cytoplas-
mic dynein and the unconventional 
kinesis, KIF1a, during cortical develop-
ment. Sponsor: Richard Vallee.

Ashley Rae Jurado. Structural studies 
of the fungal pre-mRNA 3’-end pro-
cessing machinery. Sponsor: Liang 
Tong. 

Anna Kaplan. Identification and bio-
physical characterization of small mol-
ecules modulating protein disulfide 
isomerase in neurodegenerative dis-
eases. Sponsor: Brent R. Stockwell.

Oren Litvin. Heterogeneity and con-
text-specificity in biological systems. 
Sponsor: Dana Pe’er. 

Neil Thomas Pfister. mutant p53 co-
operates with the SWI/SNF chroma-
tin-remodeling complex to mediate 
VEGFR2 expression in breast cancer 
cells. Sponsor: Carol Prives. 

Kenichi Shimada. Global survey of cell 
death mechanisms reveals metabolic 
regulation of GPX4-dependent ferro-
ptosis. Sponsor: Brent R. Stockwell. 

Dazhi Tan. molecular basis for the rec-
ognition of the regulatory stem-loop 
structures in eukaryotic messenger 
RNAs. Sponsor: Liang Tong. 

Vasanthi Sridhar Viswanathan. Cellu-
lar features predicting susceptibility 
to ferroptosis: Insights from cancer 
cell-line profiling. Sponsor: Brent R. 
Stockwell. 

Biomedical engineering
Antonio Albanese. Physiology-based 
mathematical models for the intensive 
care unit: Application to mechanical 
ventilation. Sponsor: Andrew F. Laine. 
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Sau Yin Chin. Novel microfabrication 
techniques towards next-generation 
in vitro and in vivo medical devices. 
Sponsor: Samuel K. Sia. 

Amandine Florence Ghislaine Go-
dier-Furnémont. Engineering high 
fidelity cardiac tissue by biophysical 
signaling: In vitro models and in vivo 
repair. Sponsor: Gordana Vunjak-No-
vakovic. 

Yrjö Häme. Adaptive quantification 
and subtyping of pulmonary emphy-
sema on computed tomography. 
Sponsor: Andrew F. Laine. 

Christopher Donald Hue. Blood-brain 
barrier dysfunction and repair fol-
lowing blast-induced traumatic brain 
injury. Sponsor: Barclay morrison.

Ofer Idan. modeling nanoscale trans-
port networks. Sponsor: Henry Hess. 

David C. Jangraw. Neural and ocular 
signals evoked by visual targets in 
naturalistic environments. Sponsor: 
Paul Sajda. 

Edward Prawira Judokusumo. mech-
anosensing in naïve CD4+ T cells. 
Sponsor: Lance C. Kam. 

Woo Hyeun Kang. Reducing the so-
cietal costs of traumatic brain injury: 
Astrocyte-based therapeutics and 
functional injury tolerance of the liv-
ing brain. Sponsor: Barclay morrison. 

Tassaneewan Laksanasopin. micro-
fluidic-based point-of-care testing for 
global health. Sponsor: Samuel K. Sia. 

michael Robert Lamprecht. A po-
tential combination therapy for trau-
matic brain injury: 17beta-estradiol 
and memantine. Sponsor: Barclay 
morrison. 

Won Hee Lee. Noninvasive neuro-
modulation: modeling and analysis 
of transcranial brain stimulation with 
applications to electric and magnetic 
seizure therapy. Sponsor: Andrew F. 
Laine. 

Bin Lou. The time course of a per-
ceptual decision: Linking neural 
correlates of prestimulus brain state, 
decision formation, and response 
evaluation. Sponsor: Paul Sajda. 

Arthur mikhno. Noninvasive and 
cost-effective quantification of pos-
itron emission tomography data. 

Sponsor: Andrew F. Laine. 

Ludguier D. montejo. Computational 
methods for the diagnosis of rheu-
matoid arthritis with diffuse optical 
tomography. Sponsor: Andreas H. 
Hielscher.

Jordan Scott muraskin. Using neuro-
imaging to investigate the effect of 
expertise in rapid perceptual decision 
making. Sponsor: Paul Sajda. 

An m. Nguyen. multiscale mecha-
nobiology of primary cilia. Sponsor: 
Christopher R. Jacobs. 

ming Jack Po. multiscale represen-
tations for classification of protein 
crystal images and multimodal regis-
tration of the lung. Sponsor: Andrew 
F. Laine. 

Sagaw Prateepchinda. Bioactive hy-
drogel scaffold for guided dental pulp 
regeneration. Sponsor: Helen H. Lu. 

Gesthimani Samiotaki. Quantita-
tive and dynamic analysis of the 
focused-ultrasound induced blood-
brain barrier opening in vivo for drug 
delivery. Sponsor: Elisa E. Konofagou. 

Bin Zhou. Bone quality assessment 
using high resolution peripheral 
quantitative computed tomography 
(HR-pQCT). Sponsor: X. Edward Guo. 

Xiaowei Zou. magnetic resonance 
imaging applications of pseudoran-
dom amplitude modulation. Sponsor: 
Paul Sajda. 

Biomedical informatics
Daniel Fort. Understanding and re-
ducing clinical data biases. Sponsor: 
Chunhua Weng. 

Eugenia Lyashenko. Cell memory in 
the mitogen-activated protein kinase 
signaling pathway. Sponsor: Dennis 
Vitkup. 

Rachel D. melamed. mining patterns 
in genomic and clinical cancer data 
to characterize novel driver genes. 
Sponsor: Raul Rabadan. 

Nicole Gray Weiskopf. Enabling the 
reuse of electronic health record data 
through data quality assessment and 
transparency. Sponsor: Chunhua 
Weng. 

Junghoon Woo. Interrogating drug 
mechanism of action using network 
dysregulation analysis. Sponsor: An-
drea Califano. 

Biostatistics
Xiaochen Cai. methods for handling 
measurement error and sources of 
variation in functional data models. 
Sponsor: R. Todd Ogden. 

Krishnendu Chandra. Survival analy-
sis using bivariate Archimedean cop-
ulas. Sponsor: Bin Cheng.

Christine mauro. Learning logic rules 
for disease classification: With an 
application to developing criteria 
sets for the diagnostic and statistical 
manual of mental disorders. Sponsor: 
Yuanjia Wang. 

Business
Jun Kyung Auh. Essays on corporate 
credit. Sponsor: m. Suresh Sundare-
san. 

Hasan Tolga Bilgicer. Drivers and con-
sequences of multichannel shopping. 
Sponsors: Kamel Jedidi and Donald R. 
Lehmann. 

Charlene Yijun Chen. The need to feel 
better. Sponsor: michel Tuan Pham. 

Shira Cohen. Cash flow volatility and 
corporate investment. Sponsor: Trev-
or S. Harris. 

Andrey Ermolov. macroeconomic 
volatility and asset prices. Sponsor: 
Geert Bekaert. 

Yonatan Gur. Sequential optimization 
in changing environments: Theory 
and applications to online content 
recommendation services. Sponsors: 
Omar Besbes and Assaf Zeevi. 

Yena Stephanie Kim. Analytical 
models in entertainment and media. 
Sponsor: miklos Sarvary. 

mattia Landoni. Three essays on taxes 
and asset pricing. Sponsor: Charles 
Jones. 

Zhongjin Lu. Asset returns, risks, and 
cash flow expectations. Sponsor: 
Robert J. Hodrick. 

Nicholas Stephen Reinholtz. Per-
sistence in consumer search. Spon-
sors: Jonathan Levav and Oded 
Netzer. 

Oded Rozenbaum. Do firms contrib-
ute to the variation in employees’ 
performance in knowledge-intensive 
industries? The case of equity re-
search. Sponsor: Trevor S. Harris. 

Jose Nicolas Uribe. A network filter for 
social learning: Evidence from equity 
research. Sponsor: Paul Ingram. 

cell Biology
Guilherme Pedreira de Freitas Nader. 
FAK and SRC kinases maintain integ-
rin activation during endocytic recy-
cling to polarize adhesion formation. 
Sponsor: Gregg G. Gundersen. 

cellular, Molecular, and Biomedical 
studies
Dana marie Alessi. mechanisms un-
derlying mitochondrial quality control 

and cytokinesis in budding yeast. 
Sponsor: Liza A. Pon. 

Julie-Erika marie Haydu. The roles of 
F-box and leucine-rich repeat protein 
4 (FBKL4) in mitochondrial enceph-
alopathy and T-cell acute lympho-
blastic leukemia. Sponsor: Adolfo A. 
Ferrando. 

Yuan-Ping Huang. Transcriptional reg-
ulation of neuroectodermal lineage 
commitment in embryonic stem 
cells. Sponsor: Hynek Wichterle. 

YoungJung Rachel Kim. Understand-
ing mechanisms of beta cell suscep-
tibility to type 1 diabetes. Sponsor: 
Lori Sussel. 

Colleen m. Lau. molecular control of 
dendritic cell development and func-
tion. Sponsor: Boris Reizis. 

Regina Anna Lutz. Regulation of po-
larity by microtubules. Sponsor: Fred-
erick Chang. 

Stephanie A. Schnell. Therapeutic 
targeting of HES1 transcriptional pro-
grams in T-ALL. Sponsor: Adolfo A. 
Ferrando. 

Ian William Tattersall. Notch signaling 
mediates endothelial interactions 
with support cells in the vascular 
microenvironment. Sponsor: Jan Ki-
tajewski.

Samuel Jack Vidal. A targetable GA-
TA2-IGF2 axis confers aggressiveness 
in chemotherapy resistant prostate 
cancer. Sponsor: Carlos Cordon- 
Cardo. 

Shang-Jui Wang. Dissecting the role 
of noncanonical functions of p53 
through novel target identification 
and p53 acetylation. Sponsor: Wei 
Gu. 

Zhou Zhou. Regulation in cell division. 
Sponsor: Frederick Chang. 

cellular physiology and Biophysics
Donald Dao-Yuan Chang. The regula-
tion and function of RGK proteins on 
voltage-gated calcium channel physi-
ology. Sponsor: Henry m. Colecraft. 

Benjamin Jiwon Choi. Regulation of 
synaptic development by miniature 
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neurotransmission in vivo. Sponsor: 
Brian mcCabe. 

Timothy John Spellman. modulation 
of hippocampal-prefrontal circuit-
ry during spatial working memory. 
Sponsor: Joshua A. Gordon. 

Alisa Umanskaya. Physiological and 
pathophysical regulation of the ry-
anodine receptor in skeletal muscle 
function. Sponsor: Andrew R. marks. 

chemical engineering
Benjamin Stratton. Origin of exocy-
totic fusion pore dynamics. Sponsor: 
Ben O’Shaughnessy. 

chemical physics
Colleen S. murrett. Antibody loop 
modeling methods and applications. 
Sponsor: Richard A. Friesner. 

chemistry
Hasti Amiri. Ion conduction charac-
teristics in small diameter carbon 
nanotubes and their similarities to 
biological nanochannels. Sponsor: 
Colin P. Nuckolls. 

Emma Jane Dell. Single molecule 
conductance of oligothiophene de-
rivatives. Sponsors: Colin P. Nuckolls 
and Latha Venkataraman. 

Corinne Nicole Foley. The devel-
opment and application of a new 
approach to the rapid synthesis of 
polypropionate stereotriads. Sponsor: 
James L. Leighton. 

Yue Hu. Catalyst design for the ionic 
hydrogenationof C=N bonds. Spon-
sor: Jack R. Norton. 

Lindsay marie Leone. Single-molecule 
studies of dynamic heterogeneities in 
supercooled liquids. Sponsor: Laura 
Kaufman. 

myles Warwick Smith. Strategies for 
the concise synthesis of the akua-
mmiline alkaloids. Sponsor: Scott A. 
Snyder. 

Stephen Basil Thomas. Exploring an 
interface between synthetic chemis-

try and chemical biology: The synthe-
sis of complex natural products and 
novel chemical probes. Sponsors: 
Scott A. Snyder and Brent R. Stock-
well. 

Tracy Yuh Wang. Development of 
trimethoprim chemical tags for single 
molecule imaging in live cells. Spon-
sor: Virginia Cornish.

Xiaoxi Wu. Time-resolved spectros-
copy study on carrier and exciton 
interactions in organolead halide per-
ovskites. Sponsor: Xiaoyang Zhu. 

civil engineering and engineering 
Mechanics
Luciana Balsamo. Statistical pattern 
recognition based structural damage 
detection strategies. Sponsor: Rai-
mondo Betti. 

Tyler Boyd Carson. Evaluating green 
roof urban stormwater management 
in New York City: Observations, mod-
eling, and design of full-scale sys-
tems. Sponsor: Patricia J. Culligan. 

Raphael Greenbaum. Experimental 
study of rocking motion of rigid bod-
ies on deformable medium via mon-
ocular videogrammetry. Sponsor: 
Andrew W. Smyth. 

Sung-Hwan Jang. Characterization 
and modeling of ferromagnetic par-
ticulate nanocomposites for strain 
and fracture sensing. Sponsor: Huim-
ing Yin. 

muqing Liu. Urban transport project 
prioritization strategy in developing 
countries: A scenario-based multicri-
teria decision analysis perspective. 
Sponsor: Feniosky Peña-mora. 

madeleine Elise Lopeman. Extreme 
storm surge hazard estimation and 
windstorm vulnerability assessment 
for quantitative risk analysis. Sponsor: 
George Deodatis. 

Daniel Eric marasco. Alternative met-
rics of green roof hydrologic perfor-
mance: Evapotranspiration and peak 
flow reduction. Sponsor: Patricia J. 
Culligan. 

Suparno mukhopadhyay. Structural 
identification, health monitoring, 

and uncertainty quantification under 
incomplete information with minimal 
requirements for identifiability. Spon-
sor: Raimondo Betti. 

Lingqi Yang. Particle dynamics sim-
ulation of microstructure evolution 
towards functionally graded material 
manufacturing. Sponsor: Huiming 
Yin. 

classics
mathias Hanses. The life of comedy 
after the death of Plautus: The Palliata 
in Roman life and letters. Sponsor: 
Katharina Volk. 

communications
Katherine Ann Fink. Data-driven 
sourcing: How journalists use digital 
search tools to decide what’s news. 
Sponsor: michael Schudson. 

Alexandra meltzer Goldman. Threat-
ened innocents and the news: The 
history of a national preoccupation. 
Sponsor: Andie Tucher. 

computer science
Jeremy Christian Andrus. multiper-
sona mobile computing. Sponsor: 
Jason Nieh. 

Nathaniel Gordon Boggs. Empirical 
measurement of defense in depth. 
Sponsor: Salvatore J. Stolfo. 

Heming Cui. Stable multithreading: A 
new paradigm for reliable and secure 
threads. Sponsor: Junfeng Yang. 

Weiwei Guo. Dimension reduction for 
short text similarity and its applica-
tions. Sponsor: mona Diab.

Pier Francesco Palamara. Popula-
tion genetics of identity by descent. 
Sponsor: Itsik Pe’er. 

Vasileios Pappas. Defending against 
return-oriented programming. Spon-
sor: Angelos Keromytis. 

Felix Sanchez Garcia. Computational 
integration of genome-wide observa-
tional and functional data in cancer. 
Sponsor: Dana Pe’er. 

Won Sang Song. Next generation 
emergency call system with en-
hanced indoor positioning. Sponsor: 
Henning Schulzrinne. 

marcin K. Szczodrak. multitasking on 
wireless sensor networks. Sponsor: 
Luca Carloni. 

Li-Yang Tan. Analytic methods in con-
crete complexity. Sponsor: Rocco A. 
Servedio. 

Kapil Raj Thadani. multistructured 
models for transforming and aligning 
text. Sponsor: Kathleen R. mcKeown. 

Jonathan Weisz. Assistive robotic 
grasping. Sponsor: Peter K. Allen. 

Lisa K. Wu. Accelerating similarly 
structured data. Sponsor: martha A. 
Kim. 

Angeliki Zavou. Information flow au-
diting in the cloud. Sponsor: Angelos 
Keromytis. 

earth and environmental 
engineering
michael Chin. Protein structure dy-
namics and function at micelle and 
particle interfaces. Sponsor: Ponisser-
il Somasundaran. 

melis Seher Duyar. A study of catalyt-
ic carbon dioxide methanation lead-
ing to the development of dual-func-
tion materials for carbon capture and 
utilization. Sponsor: Robert Farrauto. 

marc James Perez. A model for opti-
mizing the combination of solar elec-
tricity generation, supply curtailing, 
transmission, and storage. Sponsor: 
Vasilis Fthenakis. 

Jun Xu. Dynamic energy dissipation 
using nanostructures: mechanisms 
and applications. Sponsor: Xi Chen. 

Xiaozhou Zhou. Sustainable iron and 
steelmaking systems integrated with 
carbon sequestration. Sponsor: Ah-
Hyung Alissa Park. 

earth and environmental sciences
Rafael Vladimir Almeida. mechanisms 
and magnitude of Cenozoic crust-
al extension in the vicinity of Lake 
mead, Nevada, and the Beaver Dam 
mountains, Utah: Geochemical, geo-
chronological, thermochronological, 
and geophysical constraints. Spon-
sor: Nicholas Christie-Blick. 

Anna Elizabeth Foster. Surface-wave 
propagation and phase-velocity 
structure from observations on the 

USArray Transportable Array. Spon-
sor: Göran Ekström. 

Shuoshuo Han. Accretion and sub-
duction of oceanic lithosphere: 2D 
and 3D seismic studies of off-axis 
magma lenses at East Pacific Rise 
9°37-40’N area and downgoing Juan 
de Fuca plate at Cascadia subduction 
zone. Sponsor: Suzanne m. Carbotte. 

Alison Elizabeth Hartman. The neo-
dymium-composition of Atlantic 
Ocean water masses: Implications for 
the past and present. Sponsor: Ste-
ven L. Goldstein. 

Rui Pei. New paravian fossils from 
the mesozoic of East Asia and the 
troodontid evolution. Sponsor: mark 
A. Norell.

Wenchang Yang. The hydroclimate of 
East Africa: Seasonal cycle, decadal 
variability, and human-induced cli-
mate change. Sponsors: mark A. 
Cane and Richard Seager. 

Hongyu Yi. Evolution of function- 
related traits in squamates (Reptilia: 
Squamata): morphometric and phylo-
genetic analytical approaches. Spon-
sor: mark A. Norell. 

Yang Zha. Imaging the seismic struc-
ture beneath oceanic spreading cen-
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ters using ocean bottom geophysical 
techniques. Sponsor: Spahr C. Webb.

 

east asian Languages and cultures
Stephen Edward Boyanton. The 
Treatise on Cold Damage and the 
formation of literati medicine: Social, 
epidemiological, and medical change 
in China, 1000–1400. Sponsor: Robert 
Paul Hymes. 

Nina Natasha Duthie. Origins, ances-
tors, and imperial authority in early 
Wei historiography. Sponsor: Robert 
Paul Hymes. 

Su Jung Kim. Transcending locality, 
creating identity: Shinra myōjin, a 
Korean deity from Japan. Sponsor: 
Bernard Faure. 

Neil E. mcGee. Questioning conver-
gence: Daoism in South China during 
the Yuan dynasty. Sponsor: Robert 
Paul Hymes. 

Rafal Stepien. Being and believing in 
Buddhism and Islam. Sponsor: Chun-
fang Yu. 

Ariel Gustavo Stilerman. Learning 
with Waka poetry: Transmission and 
production of social knowledge and 
cultural memory in premodern Japan. 
Sponsor: Haruo Shirane. 

Shiho Takai. Prostitutes, stepmothers, 
and provincial daughters: Women 
and jōruri puppet plays in eigh-
teenth-century Japan. Sponsor: Ha-
ruo Shirane. 

Stacey Alison Van Vleet. medicine, 
monasteries, and empire: Tibetan 
Buddhism and the politics of learning 
in Qing China. Sponsor: Gray Tuttle.

Sixiang Wang. Contesting empire in 
early Chosǒn Korea: Knowledge pro-
duction and the culture of diplomacy. 
Sponsor: Jungwon Kim. 

ecology, evolution, and 
environmental Biology
meghna Agarwala. Forest degrada-
tion and governance in Central India: 
Evidence from ecology, remote sens-
ing, and political ecology. Sponsor: 
Ruth DeFries. 

Bénédicte marie-Philippe Elanore 
Bachelot. The role of arbuscular my-
corrhizal fungi and natural enemy 
communities on seedling dynamics 
in a secondary tropical rain forest. 
Sponsor: maria Uriarte.

Robert muscarella. Functional and 
phylogenetic dimensions of tree 
diversity across environmental gra-
dients in Puerto Rico: Insights into 
community assembly processes. 
Sponsor: maria Uriarte. 

economics
Seungjun Baek. Essays on macro-
economics and finance. Sponsor: 
Ricardo Reis. 

Christopher Daniel Andrew Boone. 
Essays in agriculture and the U.S. 
economy. Sponsor: Suresh Naidu. 

Ritam Chaurey. Essays on firm behav-
ior in India. Sponsor: Eric Verhoogen. 

Nicolas Albert Franz Crouzet. Essays 
in macroeconomics and corporate 
finance. Sponsor: Ricardo Reis. 

Keshav Dogra. Essays on macroeco-
nomics. Sponsor: Ricardo Reis. 

Naihobe Denisse Gonzalez. Three es-
says on the economics of education. 
Sponsor: W. Bentley macLeod. 

Colin Joseph Hottman. Essays on im-
perfect competition. Sponsor: David 
E. Weinstein. 

Ran Huo. Panel data model with 
interactive fixed effects: A Bayesian 
approach. Sponsor: Jushan Bai. 

Kyle Edward Jurado. Essays in mac-
roeconomics and finance. Sponsor: 
Ricardo Reis. 

Ju Hyun Kim. Three essays on identi-
fication in microeconometrics. Spon-
sor: Bernard Salanié. 

Todd Johnson Kumler. Essays on de-
velopment economics. Sponsor: Eric 
Verhoogen. 

Jeong Hwan Lee. Three essays in 
corporate finance. Sponsor: Patrick 
Bolton. 

Yu Liu. Essays in macrofinance and 
international finance. Sponsor: Rich-
ard H. Clarida. 

Corinne Siu-Lin Low. Essays in gender 
economics. Sponsor: Pierre-André 
Chiappori. 

Katherine Hunter meckel. Three es-
says on social insurance. Sponsor: 
Wojciech Kopczuk. 

Wataru miyamoto. Essays on mac-
roeconomics. Sponsor: Stephanie 
Schmitt-Grohé. 

Joan monràs. Essays in internal and 
international migration. Sponsors: 
Donald R. Davis and Eric Verhoogen. 

Carlos montes-Galdón. Essays on the 
macroeconometrics of uncertainty. 
Sponsor: martín Uribe. 

miguel morin. General purpose tech-
nologies: Engines of changes? Spon-
sor: Ricardo Reis. 

michael George mueller-Smith. Es-
says in the economics of crime and 
discrimination. Sponsors: Cristian 
Pop-Eleches and miguel S. Urquiola. 

Thuy Lan Nguyen. Essays on business 
cycles. Sponsor: Jón Steinsson. 

Donald Kim Ngwe. Essays on price 
discrimination. Sponsors: Katherine 
Ho and michael Riordan.

Pablo Ottonello. Essays on macro-
economics and finance. Sponsor: 
martín Uribe. 

Nikhil Patel. Essays in open economy 
macroeconomics. Sponsor: Stepha-
nie Schmitt-Grohé. 

Keeyoung Rhee. Essays on financial 
crisis and bailout. Sponsor: Yeon-Koo 
Che. 

Hye Lim Son. Three essays on human 
capital. Sponsor: miguel S. Urquiola. 

Soule Sow. Three essays in develop-
ment economics. Sponsor: Suresh 
Naidu. 

Harold Benjamin Stolper. Essays on 
access to education. Sponsor: miguel 
S. Urquiola. 

Jessica Nicole Van Parys. Essays on 
physician practice style. Sponsor: 
Douglas Almond. 

Zigan Wang. Essays in financial mar-
kets. Sponsor: Patrick Bolton. 

Laurence Henry Wilse-Samson. Es-
says in political economy and crisis. 
Sponsor: Suresh Naidu. 

electrical engineering

Abed Raouf Balbaky. Studies on 
mixed slab-toroidal electron tempera-
ture gradient mode instabilities in the 
Columbia Linear machine. Sponsor: 
Amiya K. Sen. 

Berk Birand. Cross-layer resource allo-
cation algorithms in wireless and op-
tical networks. Sponsor: Gil Zussman. 

Cathy Chen. Photonic interconnec-
tion networks for applications in 
heterogeneous utility computing sys-
tems. Sponsor: Keren Bergman. 

Anil Philip Chinnan. Simultaneous 
iterative learning and feedback 
control design. Sponsor: Richard W. 
Longman. 

Jeffrey Brandt Driscoll. Silicon pho-
tonics: All-optical devices for linear 
and nonlinear applications. Sponsor: 
Richard m. Osgood Jr. 

Tingyi Gu. Chip scale low dimension-
al materials: Optoelectronics and 
nonlinear optics. Sponsor: Chee Wei 
Wong. 

Chun-Wei Hsu. Challenges and solu-
tions for high performance analog 
circuits with robust operation in low 
power digital CmOS. Sponsor: Peter 
Kinget. 

Hsu-Cheng Huang. Radiation dam-
age and radiation device fabrication 
techniques in LiNbO3. Sponsor: Rich-
ard m. Osgood Jr. 

Kagan Irez. Use of monotonic static 
logic in scaled, leaky CmOS technol-
ogies. Sponsor: Charles Zukowski.

michael Lekas. modeling and analysis 
of graphene resonant channel tran-
sistors for RF filters. Sponsor: Kenneth 
L. Shepard. 

Brian Souhan. Defect mediated 
sub-bandgap optical absorption in 
ion-implanted silicon nanowire wave-
guide photodetectors. Sponsor: Rich-
ard m. Osgood Jr. 

Howard Wang. Photonic switches 
and networks for high-performance 
computing and data centers. Spon-
sor: Keren Bergman. 

Zhe Wang. Resource allocation for 
energy harvesting communications. 
Sponsor: Xiaodong Wang. 

michael Sujue Wang. Energy efficient, 
cross-layer enabled, dynamic aggre-
gation networks for next generation 
Internet. Sponsor: Keren Bergman. 

english and comparative Literature
Deborah Taylor Aschkenes. In the 
mind’s eye: Associationism and style 
in the nineteenth-century British nov-
el. Sponsor: Nicholas Dames. 

Benjamin martin Breyer. “In that 
instance I saw myself”: Affective re-
sponse in the writings of Hadewijch 
of Brabant. Sponsor: Patricia A. Dailey. 

Saskia Charlotte C. Cornes. Literature of 
landscape: The Enclosure movement in 
the seventeenth-century English imagi-
nation. Sponsor: Jean E. Howard. 

Vesna Kuiken. Active enchantments: 
Form, nature, and politics in Ameri-
can literature. Sponsors: Branka Arsić 
and Ross Posnock. 

Janet min Lee. How allegories mean 
in the novel: From personification to 
impersonation in eighteenth-century 
fiction. Sponsor: Jenny Davidson. 

Brigit Clare mcGuire. Flesh made 
word: Women’s speech in medieval 
English virgin martyr legends. Spon-
sor: Patricia A. Dailey. 

Alastair David morrison. A choice of il-
lusions: Belief, relativism, and modern 
literature. Sponsor: Bruce Robbins. 

Olivia Loksing moy. Framed, impris-
oned, overheard: The gothic inheri-
tance of Victorian poetry. Sponsor: 
Erik Gray. 

Sherally Kersi munshi. The archivist 
of affronts: Immigration, represen-
tation, and legal personality in early 
twentieth-century America. Sponsor: 
marianne Hirsch. 

Emily Elizabeth Shortslef. Weeping, 
wailing, sighing, railing: Shakespeare 
and the drama of complaint. Spon-
sor: Jean E. Howard. 

Ashley marie Streeter. “Fools in reta-
yle”: Personae and print in the long 
1590s. Sponsor: Alan Stewart. 

Joshua Swidzinski. Poetic numbers: 
measurement and the formation of 
literary criticism in Enlightenment 

England. Sponsor: Jenny Davidson. 

Aaron William Winslow. The labor of 
the avant-garde: Experimental form 
and the politics of work in postwar 
American poetry and fiction. Spon-
sor: michael Golston. 

environmental Health sciences
Brandilyn Anna Peters. Chronic 
arsenic exposure: mitigation with 
nutritional interventions and effects 
on inflammation and renal function. 
Sponsor: mary V. Gamble. 

epidemiology
Judith Florence Austin. measuring 
HIV exposure among men who have 
sex with men in the USA: Implications 
for risk assessment in HIV prevention 
studies. Sponsor: Beryl Koblin. 

maría Carina Baquero. Is it a Hispanic 
paradox? Examining the effect of 
individual and neighborhood factors 
on birth outcomes. Sponsor: Luisa N. 
Borrell. 

David Barnes. Depression and dis-
tress in blacks and whites in the U.S.: 
Testing a hypothesis to explain a 
double paradox. Sponsor: Sharon 
Schwartz. 

miriam C. Fenton. An investigation 
into problem benzodiazepine use 
among individuals with a prescrip-
tion. Sponsor: Sharon Schwartz. 

Sabrina Hermosilla. measuring psy-
chopathology: Exploring construct 
validity evidence for PTSD, a 2010 
Haitian earthquake example. Spon-
sor: Sandro Galea. 

Laura L. Iadeluca. On the clinical im-
portance of benign breast disease: 
Causal intermediary or susceptibility 
marker. Sponsor: mary Beth Terry. 

Adina Lemeshow. Food addiction: 
From popular conception to scientific 
validation. Sponsor: Sharon Schwartz. 

Gene R. Pesola. Prospective studies 
of proteinuria and dyspnea as po-
tential predictors of all cause and 
chronic-disease mortality in a rural 
Bangladesh population. Sponsor: 
Habibul Ahsan.
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Chloe Anna Teasdale. Pregnancy and 
acquisition of sexually transmitted 
infections: Risk behaviors and inci-
dence. Sponsor: Elaine Abrams. 

French and romance philology
Lottie Katz. Theatricality in La Char-
treuse de Parme. Sponsor: Elisabeth 
Ladenson. 

Jacqueline michelle Lerescu. Writing 
against the reader: Poetry and read-
ership in France, 1840–1880. Sponsor: 
Vincent Debaene. 

Johanna Catherine magin. Bodies 
of wisdom: Philosophy as medicine 
in montaigne and Pascal. Sponsor: 
Pierre Force. 

Ana Ilinca Oancea. The fate of in-
vention in late nineteenth-century 
French literature. Sponsor: Elisabeth 
Ladenson. 

Alexandra Perisic. Contesting global-
ization: Ethics, politics, and aesthetics 
in the Atlantic World economy. Spon-
sor: madeleine Dobie. 

Rebecca Lynn Sopchik. Deadly 
speech: Denunciation and the rad-
icalization of discourse during the 
French Revolution. Sponsor: Joanna 
Stalnaker. 

genetics and Development
maria Danielle Sallee. Function and 
regulation of the transcription factor 
HLH-2/E2A during gonadogenesis in 
Caenorhabditis elegans. Sponsor: Iva 
Greenwald. 

germanic Languages
Tim Albrecht. Confidence sans 
bound: Staging trust and its vulnera-
bilities in Tieck, Kleist, Grillparzer, and 
Nietzsche. Sponsor: Dorothea von 
mücke. 

Arthur Kemble Salvo. Transformations 
of the beautiful: Beauty and insta-
bility in eighteenth- and early nine-
teenth-century German literature. 
Sponsor: Dorothea von mücke. 

Christoph Schaub. Weimar contact 
zones: modernism, workers’ move-

ment literature, and urban imaginar-
ies. Sponsor: Andreas Huyssen. 

History
Seth East Anziska. Camp David’s 
shadow: The United States, Israel, 
and the Palestinian Question, 1977–
1993. Sponsor: Rashid Khalidi. 

Hannah Katherine Barker. Egyptian 
and Italian merchants in the Black 
Sea slave trade, 1260–1500. Sponsor: 
Adam J. Kosto. 

Rosie Bsheer. making history, remak-
ing place: Textbooks, archives, and 
commemorative spaces in Saudi Ara-
bia. Sponsor: Rashid Khalidi. 

Constanza Castro. “As a citizen of this 
city”: The urban reform of radical lib-
eralism Bogotá, 1848–1880. Sponsor: 
Pablo Piccato. 

Christopher Robin Craig. The middle-
men of modernity: Local elites and 
agricultural development in meiji Ja-
pan. Sponsor: Carol Gluck. 

Jeremy Adam Eichler. The emancipa-
tion of memory: Arnold Schoenberg 
and the creation of A Survivor from 
Warsaw. Sponsor: Volker R. Berghahn. 

Justin Frederick Jackson. The work of 
empire: The U.S. Army, military labor, 
and the making of American colo-
nialism in Cuba and the Philippines. 
Sponsor: Eric Foner. 

Suzanne maria Kahn. Divorce and 
the politics of the American social 
welfare regime, 1969–2001. Sponsor: 
Alice Kessler-Harris.

Hayang Sook Kim. Sick at heart: men-
tal illness in modern Japan. Sponsor: 
Carol Gluck. 

Ana Julia del Palacio Langer. Agrarian 
reform, oil expropriation, and the 
making of national property in post-
revolutionary mexico. Sponsor: Clau-
dio Lomnitz. 

Andrew B. Liu. The two tea countries: 
Competition, labor, and economic 
thought in coastal China and eastern 
India, 1834–1942. Sponsor: Adam 
mcKeown. 

michael Christopher Low. The me-
chanics of mecca: The technopolitics 

of the late Ottoman Hijaz and the co-
lonial Hajj. Sponsor: Richard W. Bulliet. 

Lawrence Trenholme macNamara. 
Birth control and the good life in 
America, 1900–1940. Sponsor: mat-
thew J. Connelly. 

Keith David Orejel. Factories in the 
fallows: The political economy of 
America’s rural heartland, 1945–1980. 
Sponsors: Elizabeth Blackmar and Ira 
Katznelson. 

Nicholas Patrick Osborne. Little capi-
talists: The social economy of saving 
in the United States. Sponsor: Eric 
Foner. 

matthew Patrick Spooner. Origins in 
the Old South: Revolution, slavery, 
and changes in Southern society, 
1776–1800. Sponsor: Eric Foner. 

Dale James Stahl. The two rivers: 
Water, development, and politics in 
the Tigris-Euphrates basin, 1920–1975. 
Sponsor: Rashid Khalidi. 

John Fredrick Straussberger III. The 
“particular situation” in the Futa Jal-
lon: Ethnicity, region, and nation in 
twentieth-century Guinea. Sponsor: 
Gregory mann. 

industrial engineering and 
operations research
Shyam Sundar Chandramouli. Net-
work resource allocation under 
fairness constraints. Sponsor: Jay 
Sethuraman. 

Yupeng Chen. Essays on inventory 
management and conjoint analysis. 
Sponsor: Garud N. Iyengar. 

Xin Li. Optimal multiple stopping 
approach to mean reversion trading. 
Sponsor: Tim Siu-Tang Leung. 

Peter L. maceli. Excluding induced 
paths: Graph structure and coloring. 
Sponsor: maria Chudnovsky. 

marco Santoli. methods for pricing 
pre-earnings equity options and 
leveraged ETF options. Sponsor: Tim 
Siu-Tang Leung. 

Andrei Arsene Simion. A family of 
latent variable convex relaxations for 
IBm model 2. Sponsors: michael Col-
lins and Clifford S. Stein. 

Irene Song. New quantitative ap-
proaches to asset selection and 
portfolio construction. Sponsor: Sou-
laymane Kachani. 

Chun Wang. High dimensional port-
folio management: Taxes, execution, 
and information relaxation. Sponsor: 
martin Haugh. 

italian
Humberto Ballesteros. The Comme-
dia’s metaphysics of human nature: 
Essays on charity, free will, and 
ensoulment. Sponsor: Teodolinda 
Barolini. 

Seth Boniface Fabian. Cecco vs. 
Dante: Correcting the Comedy with 
applied astrology. Sponsor: Teodolin-
da Barolini. 

Latin american and iberian cultures
Juan Álvarez. La palabra y el fuego: 
Insulto, política y cultura en la histo-
ria de Colombia. Sponsor: Graciela 
montaldo. 

Jessica Cullen Dzaman. The consum-
er dictator: Theories and representa-
tions of agency in neoliberal Argen-
tina, 2001–2010. Sponsor: Carlos J. 
Alonso. 

Olga Cristina Rodríguez-Ulloa. Perten-
cias pasajeras: La escena subterránea 
en Perú durante los años ochenta. 
Sponsor: Graciela montaldo. 

Mathematics
Nava Kayla Balsam. The parity of an-
alytic ranks among quadratic twists 
of elliptic curves over number fields. 
Sponsor: Dorian Goldfeld. 

Philip m. Engel. A proof of Looijenga’s 
conjecture via integral-affine geome-
try. Sponsor: Robert Friedman. 

Timothy Christopher Heath. On a 
spectral bound for congruence sub-
group families in SL3(Z). Sponsor: 
Dorian Goldfeld. 

Karol Krzysztof Koziol. Pro-p-Iwahori-
Hecke algebras in the mod-p local 
Langlands program. Sponsor: Rachel 
Ollivier. 

Connor R. mooney. Singular solutions 
to the monge–Ampère equation. 
Sponsor: Ovidiu Savin. 

Andrei Negut. Quantum algebras cy-
clic quiver varieties. Sponsor: Andrei 
Okounkov. 

Xuanyu Pan. Rational normal curves 
on complete intersections. Sponsor: 
Aise Johan de Jong. 

Anna Puskás. Demazure-Lusztig op-
erators and metaplectic Whittaker 
functions on covers of the general 
linear group. Sponsor: Dorian Gold-
feld. 

Krzysztof Karol Putyra. On a tri-
ply-graded generalization of odd 
Khovanov homology. Sponsor: 
mikhail Khovanov. 

Daniel Rubin. A novel circuit model of 
contextual modulation and normal-
ization in primary visual cortex. Spon-
sor: Duong H. Phong. 

Alex S. Waldron. Self-duality and sin-
gularities in the Yang-mills flow. Spon-
sor: Panagiota Daskalopoulos. 

Ye-Kai Wang. A space-time Alex-
androv theorem. Sponsor: mu-Tao 
Wang. 

Zhuhai Wang. A minkowski-type 
inequality for hypersurfaces in the 
Reissner-Nordström-anti-de Sitter 
manifolds. Sponsor: mu-Tao Wang. 

Ian m. Whitehead. multiple dirichlet 
series for affine weyl groups. Spon-
sor: Dorian Goldfeld. 

Jie Xia. Towards a definition of Shimu-
ra curves in positive characteristics. 
Sponsor: Aise Johan de Jong. 

Zhengyu Zong. Equivariant Gro-
mov-Witten theory of GKm orbifolds. 
Sponsor: Chiu-Chu Liu. 

Mechanical engineering
Carlo Benedetto Canetta. Bi-mate-
rial microcantilever-based thermal 
sensing techniques. Sponsor: Arvind 
Narayanaswamy. 

Pin-Chun Hsieh. Photon transport in 
disordered photonic crystals. Spon-
sor: Chee Wei Wong. 

Panjawat Kongsuwan. Laser-induced 

modification and integration of glass-
es. Sponsor: Y. Lawrence Yao. 

matthew David marko. The tribologi-
cal effects of lubricating oil contain-
ing nanometer-scale diamond parti-
cles. Sponsor: Elon J. Terrell. 

Sevan Richard Oungoulian. Friction 
and wear measurements of bovine 
articular cartilage against nonna-
tive materials. Sponsor: Gerard A. 
Ateshian. 

JaeYoung Yang. micro- and na-
noscale aptasensors for detection of 
low molecular weight biomarkers to-
wards clinical diagnostic applications. 
Sponsor: Qiao Lin. 

Charlie Yongpravat. Presurgical 
planning of total shoulder arthro-
plasty and glenohumeral instability 
repair using patient-specific com-
puter modeling. Sponsor: Gerard A. 
Ateshian. 

Microbiology, immunology, and 
infection
Evangelos Pefanis. RNA exo-
some-regulated antisense and 
divergent noncoding RNA facilitate 
AID targeting throughout the B-cell 
genome. Sponsor: Uttiya Basu. 

Naomi Ava Yudanin. memory T-cell 
compartmentalization and retention. 
Sponsor: Donna Farber. 

Middle eastern, south asian, and 
african studies
Elazar Elhanan. The path leading to 
the abyss: Hebrew and Yiddish in the 
poetry of Yaakov Steinberg, 1903–
1915. Sponsor: Dan miron. 

Abeer Shaheen. From dictatorship 
to democracy: Iraq under erasure. 
Sponsor: Timothy mitchell. 

Music (D.M.a.)
Yoshiaki Onishi. Between imagina-
tion and realization: Composers 
and metaphysical spaces. Sponsor: 
George E. Lewis. 
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Music (ph.D.)
melissa Gonzalez. “Cien por ciento 
nacional!” Panamanian música típica 
and the quest for national and territo-
rial sovereignty. Sponsor: Christopher 
Washburne. 

Jonathan King. Implications of con-
temporary bluegrass music perfor-
mance at and around a New York City 
jam session. Sponsor: Aaron A. Fox. 

Caleb michael mutch. A history of 
cadence in tonality and its anteced-
ents. Sponsors: David E. Cohen and 
Benjamin Steege. 

Alexander Karl Rothe. Staging the 
past: Richard Wagner’s Ring cycle in 
divided Germany during the 1970s 
and 1980s. Sponsor: Walter m. Frisch.

michael Shaw. Schubert’s mythologi-
cal mayrhofer-Lieder: Historical, philo-
sophical, and psychological contexts. 
Sponsor: Walter m. Frisch. 

neurobiology and Behavior
Ana maria Calabrese. Single-cell and 
population coding principles in the 

songbird auditory cortex. Sponsor: 
Sarah m. N. Woolley. 

Anna maria Janas. A stem-cell model 
of the motor circuit reveals distinct 
requirements of SmN for motor neu-
ron survival and function. Sponsors: 
George Z. mentis and Livio Pellizzoni. 

Ann Kathryn Kennedy. Representation 
and learning in cerebellum-like struc-
tures. Sponsor: Laurence F. Abbott. 

mariel Gailey Kozberg. The develop-
ment of neurovascular coupling in 
the postnatal brain. Sponsor: Eliza-
beth m. C. Hillman.

Justin C. Lee. motor pool selectivity of 
neuromuscular degenation in Type I 
spinal muscular atrophy is conserved 
between human and mouse. Spon-
sor: Christopher E. Henderson. 

Alexander Konstantin Lyashchenko. 
mechanisms of FUS-mediated motor 
neuron degeneration in amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis. Sponsor: Neil  
Shneider. 

Angel Ricardo maldonado-Soto. PDG-
FRb is a specific marker and regulator 
of adult neural stem cells. Sponsor: 

Fiona Doetsch. 

David Benjamin Pfau. Learning struc-
ture in time series for neuroscience 
and beyond. Sponsor: Liam Paninski. 

Elizabeth F. Stone. Time to eat: Links 
between neuronal function and cel-
lular phagocytosis. Sponsor: mimi 
Shirasu-Hiza.

nursing
Yoon Jeong Choi. Impact of out-of-
pocket pharmacy costs and medi-
care Part D on medication adherence 
among adults with diabetes. Sponsor: 
Arlene Smaldone. 

Laurie Jean Conway. The role of uri-
nary catheters in the development of 
nosocomial urinary tract-related bac-
teremia. Sponsor: Elaine L. Larson. 

Na Ra Jang. Stress, social support, 
and health of urban Latinas. Sponsor: 
Suzanne Bakken. 

Wanda montalvo. Leadership and 
political skill preparedness of doctoral 
nurses. Sponsor: Bobbie Berkowitz. 

Angela Amy Northrup. maternal atti-
tudes, subjective norms, and feeding 
practices of young children. Sponsor: 
Arlene Smaldone. 

Jinjiao Wang. mental health disorders 
of home care elders in the United 
States: A secondary analysis of the 
Outcome and Assessment Infor-
mation Set (OASIS). Sponsor: Joan 
Kearney.

nutritional and Metabolic Biology
Hye Rim Chang. Studies defining the 
local function of adipose tissue IGF1 
and the role of lipolysis in adipose 
tissue macrophage lipid uptake. 
Sponsor: Anthony W. Ferrante Jr. 

Dianne Helerie Dapito. Contributions 
of activated hepatic stellate cells to 
hepatocarcinogenesis. Sponsor: Rob-
ert Schwabe. 

Ambar Grijalva. Understanding the 
function and differentiation of adi-
pose tissue macrophages. Sponsor: 
Anthony W. Ferrante Jr. 

moneek madra. Interactions between 
the BDNF (Val66met) variant and 
stress as a model of susceptibility 
to anorexia nervosa. Sponsor: Lori 
Zeltser. 

Chad michael Trent. Fat in hearts: Up-
take, storage, and turnover. Sponsor: 
Ira Goldberg. 

Liheng Wang. Investigations of neu-
romolecular physiology of obesity 
using hypothalamic neurons derived 
from human pluripotent stem cells. 
Sponsor: Rudolph L. Leibel. 

pathobiology and Molecular 
Medicine
Shawn Nelson Jordan. The molec-
ular regulation of cytokinesis in the 
Caenorhabditis elegans zygote. 
Sponsor: Julie C. Canman.

Gregory minevich. Identifying genes 
required for the formation of neurons 
from skin cells using forward genetic 
screens and whole genome sequenc-

ing in C. elegans. Sponsor: Oliver 
Hobert. 

Preeti Putcha. HDAC6 as a therapeu-
tic candidate in the treatment of in-
flammatory breast cancers. Sponsor: 
Jose maria Silva.

Jason Daniel Vevea. Cellular response 
to membrane phospholipid imbal-
ance, in yeast and in human disease. 
Sponsor: Liza A. Pon. 

pharmacology and Molecular 
signaling
miki Hayano. Probing cell death 
mechanisms with chemical and ge-
netic tools. Sponsor: Brent R. Stock-
well. 

Akil A. Puckerin. Inhibition of volt-
age-dependent calcium channels 
by small G-proteins: Determinants, 
mechanisms, and application. Spon-
sor: Henry m. Colecraft. 

philosophy
Guillermo Estuardo Del Pinal. The se-
mantic architecture of the faculty of 
language: Compositional operations 
and complex lexical representations. 
Sponsor: Achille C. Varzi. 

Isabel Lerer. The sport of spectator-
ship: Exploring the agency of animals 
through literature. Sponsor: Lydia Goehr. 

michael matthew Seifried. Democra-
cy and analogy: The practical reality 
of deliberative politics. Sponsor: Lydia 
Goehr. 

physics
Xinyuan Ai. Slave mode expansion 
for obtaining ab initio interatomic po-
tentials and its applications. Sponsor: 
Andrew J. millis. 

Daniel Chapman. EBEX: A bal-
loon-borne telescope for measuring 
cosmic microwave background po-
larization. Sponsor: Amber D. miller. 

Hugo Alejandro Contreras. Research 
and development of the purity and 
cryogenic systems for the XENONIT 
dark matter experiment. Sponsor: 
Elena Aprile.

maxim Factourovich. The classical 
and quantum aspects of the detec-
tion of gravitational waves. Sponsor: 
Szabolcs márka. 

Luke Walker Goetzke. Background 
and stability of XENON100 and the 
response of liquid xenon to low-ener-
gy electronic recoils. Sponsor: Elena 
Aprile. 

Diedi Hu. Search for heavy down-
type vector-like quarks in the lepton-
plus-jets final state in 8 TeV pp colli-
sions using the ATLAS detector at the 
LHC. Sponsor: John Parsons. 

Zhongjie Lin. The chiral and U(1)A 
symmetries of the QCD phase tran-
sition using chiral lattice fermions. 
Sponsor: Norman H. Christ. 

Patrick Thomas maher. Tunable SU(4) 
symmetry in bilayer graphene. Spon-
sor: Philip Kim. 

Ethan Philip Rosenthal. Visualizing 
nematicity in the pnictides with scan-
ning tunneling spectroscopy. Spon-
sor: Abhay Pasupathy. 

Xiao Xiao. Holography, locality, and 
symmetries of the universe. Sponsor: 
Erick J. Weinberg. 

Lei Zhou. Search for a new resonance 
in the boosted di-Higgs to 4 bottom 
quarks final state at sqrts = 8 TeV us-
ing the ATLAS detector at the Large 
Hadron Collider. Sponsor: Gustaaf H. 
Brooijmans. 

political science
Andreas Avgousti. Politeiai and rep-
utation in Plato’s thought. Sponsor: 
David Chambliss Johnston. 

Jonathan Samuel Blake. Ritual con-
tention in divided societies: Partici-
pation in loyalist parades in Northern 
Ireland. Sponsor: Jack L. Snyder. 

Erica Dreyfus Borghard. Friends 
with benefits? Power and influence 
in proxy alliances. Sponsor: Jack L. 
Snyder. 

michael Patrick Broache. Evaluating 
the effects of international criminal 
court prosecutions on atrocities 
during ongoing armed conflict. Spon-
sor: Virginia Page Fortna. 
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Andrew Sungmin Cheon. On whose 
terms? Understanding the global 
expansion of national oil companies. 
Sponsor: Johannes Urpelainen. 

Kevin Jonathan Elliott II. Designing 
attentive democracy: Political interest 
and electoral institutions. Sponsor: 
David Chambliss Johnston. 

Barbara Falgoust mennite. The philo-
sophical and theological foundations 
of François Fénelon’s political theory: 
Love, free will, and disinterested 
virtue. Sponsor: David Chambliss 
Johnston. 

Brooke Caroline Greene. Watching 
the watchers: Non-state actor moni-
toring of state compliance with inter-
national humanitarian law. Sponsor: 
Tanisha Fazal. 

Tabinda mahfooz Khan. Institutions 
not intentions: Rethinking Islamist 
participation in muslim democracies. 
Sponsor: Andrew J. Nathan. 

Luke Samuel macInnis. The unity of 
political principle. Sponsor: Nadia 
Urbinati. 

Vanessa melinda Perez. The effects of 
voter registration and declining polit-
ical party competition on turnout in 
the United States of America, 1880–
1916. Sponsor: Robert S. Erikson. 

Eldon Grant Porter. Financing the 
health care safety net: How federal-
ism and medicaid’s funding formula 
shape state budgets and American 
welfare. Sponsor: Ira Katznelson. 

mira Rapp-Hooper. Absolute allianc-
es: Extended deterrence in interna-
tional politics. Sponsor: Robert Jervis. 

maria Paula Saffon Sanin. When theft 
becomes grievance: Dispossessions 
as a cause of redistributive claims 
in twentieth-century Latin America. 
Sponsor: maria Victoria murillo. 

mark Allan Schneider. Whither the 
quid pro quo? Essays on party-voter 
linkages and distributive politics in ru-
ral India. Sponsor: Robert Y. Shapiro. 

Benjamin Andrew Schupmann. Le-
viathan run aground: Carl Schmitt’s 
state theory and militant democracy. 
Sponsor: Jean L. Cohen. 

Elham Seyedsayamdost. A world 
without poverty: Negotiating the 

global development agenda. Spon-
sor: michael W. Doyle. 

michael Graham Smith. Three es-
says on the political economy of 
corporate bailouts. Sponsor: Yotam 
margalit. 

masako Suginohara. Negotiated 
openness: U.S.-Japan financial nego-
tiations and the network of financial 
officials. Sponsor: Gerald L. Curtis. 

psychology
Christopher marcus Crew. The behav-
ioral and neural effects of rejection 
sensitivity on selective attention and 
feedback-based learning. Sponsor: 
Geraldine Downey. 

Katherine Thompson Fox-Glassman. 
Perception of natural hazards and 
climate change as dread risk. Spon-
sor: Elke Weber.

Juliana Smith Holterhaus. The mo-
tivational science of our constantly 
connected world. Sponsor: E. Tory 
Higgins. 

Gregory Guichard Jensen. Beyond 
dichotomy: Dynamics of choice in 
compositional space. Sponsor: Peter 
D. Balsam. 

Diana Renee Keith. marijuana, meth-
amphetamine, and oxycodone: A 
multilevel approach to understanding 
drug effects. Sponsor: Carl L. Hart. 

Travis Andrew Riddle. Reporting on 
the temporal properties of subliminal 
events. Sponsor: Betsy Sparrow. 

Christine Elizabeth Webb. moving 
past conflict: How locomotion fa-
cilitates reconciliation in humans 
and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes). 
Sponsor: E. Tory Higgins. 

religion
Joseph Lee Blankholm. making the 
American secular: An ethnographic 
study of organized nonbelievers and 
secular activists in the United States. 
Sponsor: Courtney Bender. 

Joel Eugene Bordeaux. The mythic 
king: Raja Krishnacandra and early 
modern Bengal. Sponsor: Rachel mc-
Dermott. 

Liane Francesca Carlson. Losing 
touch: Rethinking contingency as 
common tangency on continental 
thought. Sponsor: mark Taylor. 

Christopher Donald Kelley. Toward a 
Buddhist philosophy and practice of 
human rights. Sponsor: Robert Thur-
man. 

matthew Joseph Pereira. Reception, 
interpretation, and doctrine in the 
sixth century: John maxentius and 
the Scythian monks. Sponsor: John 
Anthony mcGuckin. 

slavic Languages
maksim Hanukai. Pushkin’s tragic 
visions, 1824–1830. Sponsor: Boris 
Gasparov. 

Anita Tárnai. Cultural experimentation 
as regulatory mechanism in response 
to events of war and revolution in 
Russia (1914–1940). Sponsor: Catha-
rine Theimer Nepomnyashchy. 

Edward J. Tyerman. The search for 
an internationalist aesthetics: Soviet 
images of China, 1920–1935. Sponsor: 
Boris Gasparov. 

Timothy Dwight Williams. masks and 
memory in the poetry of Alexsandr 
Blok and Nikolai Gumilyov. Sponsor: 
Valentina Izmirlieva. 

social Work
mashura Akilova. microfinance, child 
work, and education. Sponsor: Irwin 
Garfinkel. 

Ihab Yousef Izzeldeen Omar Al-
daqqaq. Palestinian women’s move-
ments and their relations with the 
Palestinian National movement: A 
history of partnership and a future of 
challenging cooperation. Sponsor: 
Barbara Levy Simon. 

David Burnes. Risk factors for elder 
abuse incidence and severity among 
cognitively intact older adults. Spon-
sor: Denise Burnette. 

Elia De la Cruz Toledo. Women’s em-
ployment in mexico. Sponsor: Jane 
Waldfogel. 

Valentina Duque. Essays on early life 
conditions, parental investments, and 

human capital. Sponsor: Julien O. 
Teitler.

mathylde Kandy Frontus. Clergy’s per-
ceptions of their role in mental health 
service delivery: A qualitative exam-
ination. Sponsor: Barbara Levy Simon. 

Arminda Pérez Gomes. Hispanics 
with serious mental illness and at risk 
for cardiovascular disease: Self-man-
agement behaviors and barriers to 
living a healthy lifestyle. Sponsor: De-
nise Burnette.

Leslie m. Kantor. Parental influence on 
adolescent sexual behavior: A current 
look at the role of communication, 
monitoring, and supervision. Spon-
sor: Julien O. Teitler. 

Felix muchiri Daudi muchomba. The 
gender dynamics in intrahousehold 
allocation of resources. Sponsor: 
Neeraj Kaushal. 

Hans Young Oh. Social defeat and 
psychotic experiences in the United 
States: Findings from the collabora-
tive psychological epidemiological 
surveys. Sponsor: Ellen P. Lukens. 

Rahbel Rahman. Predictors of service 
integration by Estratégia Saúde da 
Família (ESF; Family Health Strategy) 
transdisciplinary health teams in Bra-
zil’s Sistema Único de Saúde (Unified 
Health System). Sponsor: Rogério m. 
Pinto. 

Stacey A. Shaw. Religiosity and sexual 
HIV risk among male migrant work-
ers in Kazakhstan. Sponsor: Nabila 
El-Bassel. 

Erik Paul Shumar. Associations be-
tween homelessness and psychiatric 
symptom severity and how home-
lessness interacts with risk factors 
among first-admission psychiatric 
patients. Sponsor: James m. man-
diberg. 

sociology
Elyakim Kislev. “Social migration”: The 
changing color of western European 
immigration to the United States. 
Sponsor: Saskia Sassen. 

Li-Wen Lin. The opaque champions: 
A relational anatomy of China’s large 
state-owned enterprises. Sponsor: 

Joshua Whitford. 

Onur Özgöde. Governing the econo-
my at the limits of neoliberalism: The 
genealogy of systemic risk regula-
tion in the United States, 1922–2012. 
Sponsor: Gil Eyal. 

Seth R. Rachlin. From whatever 
source derived: Wealth, national cit-
izenship, and the ratification of the 
income tax amendment. Sponsor: 
Allan Silver. 

Rozlyn Elaine Redd. The aesthetics of 
academic choice. Sponsor: Peter S. 
Bearman. 

Clement Thery. Larry’s clique: The 
real world of the housing market in 
low-income minority neighborhoods. 
Sponsor: Sudhir Alladi Venkatesh. 

Ari Ezra Waldman. Privacy as trust: 
Sharing personal information in a net-
worked world. Sponsor: Gil Eyal. 

sociomedical sciences
Alison Shea Bateman-House. Com-
pelled to volunteer: American consci-
entious objectors to World War II as 
subjects of medical research. Spon-
sor: Ronald Bayer. 

Kirk John Fiereck. Authenticating 
sexuality: Sexual ideology and HIV 
science in South Africa. Sponsor: 
Richard Parker. 

Li Kuang. Neighborhood effects on 
children’s educational attainment and 
teenage childbirth. Sponsor: mary 
Clare Lennon. 

Sara Eileen Lewis. Spacious minds, 
empty selves: Coping and resilience 
in the Tibetan exile community. Spon-
sor: Kim Hopper. 

Laura Rebecca murray. Not fooling 
around: The politics of sex worker 
activism in Brazil. Sponsor: Richard 
Parker.

Julia Siri Suh. The paradox of post-
abortion care: A global health inter-
vention at the intersection of medi-
cal, criminal justice, and transnational 
population politics in Senegal. Spon-
sor: Constance A. Nathanson. 

Diana maria Szatkowski. Reform in 
China’s population program: A view 

from the grassroots. Sponsor: myron 
Cohen. 

statistics
Ruixue Fan. On identifying rare vari-
ants for complex human traits. Spon-
sor: Shaw-Hwa Lo. 

Ran He. A graphon-based framework 
for modeling large networks. Spon-
sor: Tian Zheng.

Stephanie Shin-Hui Zhang. Statistical 
inference and experimental design 
for Q-matrix-based cognitive diagno-
sis models. Sponsors: Jingchen Liu 
and Zhiliang Ying. 

Jingjing Zou. Efficiency in lung trans-
plant allocation strategies. Sponsor: 
Daniel Rabinowitz. 

sustainable Development
Belinda Archibong. Essays on the 
impacts of geography and institu-
tions on access to energy and public 
infrastructure services. Sponsor: Vijay 
modi.

Prabhat Barnwal. Essays in devel-
opment, environment, and health. 
Sponsor: Cristian Pop-Eleches.

mark Stephen Orrs. Visual impair-
ment and sustainable development: 
Demand for and impacts of surgical 
cataract extraction in sub-Saharan 
Africa. Sponsor: Cristian Pop-Eleches. 

James A. Rising. Scales for scales: An 
open look at the open sea. Sponsor: 
Upmanu Lall. 

Tse-Ling Teh. Governing uncertainty: 
Financial policies for risk. Sponsor: 
Geoffrey Heal. 

Anna Louise Tompsett. Essays on in-
frastructure and development. Spon-
sor: Eric Verhoogen. 

Semee Yoon. Essays on development 
economics and energy access. Spon-
sor: Douglas Almond. 

Nan Zhong. Essays on transportation 
policies and their effects in Beijing. 
Sponsor: Geoffrey Heal. 
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teachers college: anthropology 
and education
Leigh Llewellyn Graham. The “IT” 
girls of Arabia: Cybercultured bodies, 
online learning practices, and the 
networked lives of women in Saudi 
Arabia at a university. Sponsor: Hervé 
H. Varenne. 

Akiko Sawamoto. Vietnam’s ru-
ral-to-urban migrant families: Educa-
tional and social inequalities in a tran-
sitional society. Sponsor: Lambros 
Comitas. 

Karen Velasquez. Communication 
and education at work: Latino immi-
grants making sense and dominating 
language in Koreatown, New York 
City. Sponsor: Hervé H. Varenne. 

Sarah Alyson Wessler. “Playing for 
real”: Six adolescent girls in an after-
school program. Sponsor: Hervé H. 
Varenne. 

teachers college: applied 
anthropology
mustafa Bal. Anatomy of a revolution: 
The 2011 Egyptian uprising. Sponsor: 
Lambros Comitas. 

Scott Chandler Freeman. “Cutting 
Earth”: Haiti, soil, and the tyranny of 
the project. Sponsor: Lesley Bartlett. 

Lamaozhuoma. Tibetan communities 
in transition: An ethnographic study 
of state-run formal education and 
social change. Sponsor: Lambros 
Comitas. 

Gabrielle marcelletti Rocha De Olivei-
ra. Transnational care constellations: 
mexican immigrant mothers and their 
children in mexico and New York City. 
Sponsor: Lesley Bartlett.

Jennifer margaret Van Tiem. “many 
secrets are told around horses”: An 
ethnographic study of equine-assist-
ed psychotherapy. Sponsor: Hervé H. 
Varenne. 

teachers college: applied 
Behavioral analysis
Katherine Anne Baker. The effects 
of social listener reinforcement and 
video modeling on the emergence of 

social verbal operants in preschoolers 
diagnosed with autism and language 
delays. Sponsor: R. Douglas Greer. 

Susan Francelle Buttigieg. The effects 
of the establishment of conditioned 
reinforcement for observing books 
on the rate of acquisition of textual 
responses with two- to four-year-old 
participants with and without devel-
opmental delays. Sponsor: R. Douglas 
Greer. 

Ananya Goswami. The effects of the 
listener emersion protocol on rate of 
learning and increases in the naming 
capability in preschool children with 
developmental delays. Sponsor: R. 
Douglas Greer. 

Helena Song-A Han. Effects of the 
elimination of stereotypy on the 
emission of socially appropriate 
verbal interactions for students with 
autism who have audience control. 
Sponsor: R. Douglas Greer. 

Joanne marie Hill-Powell. The effects 
of reading intervention to teach silent 
reading with comprehension on the 
speaker-as-own-listener capability 
among third-grade students and 
comparisons with fluent readers. 
Sponsor: R. Douglas Greer. 

Laura Elizabeth Lyons. The effects 
of the mastery of auditory matching 
of component sounds to words on 
the rate and accuracy of textual and 
spelling responses. Sponsor: R. Doug-
las Greer. 

Kimberly Nicole mosca. Incidental 
language learning of two languag-
es by bilingual Swedish- and En-
glish-speaking children, monolingual 
English-speaking children, and 
monolingual English-speaking adults. 
Sponsor: R. Douglas Greer. 

Haley Elizabeth Pellegren. The effects 
of mastery in editing peers’ writing on 
the functional writing and self-editing 
repertoires of third graders. Sponsor: 
R. Douglas Greer. 

Petra Ann Wiehe. Establishment 
of structural and functional meta-
phorical responses in fourth- and 
fifth-grade students as a function of 
multiple exemplar instruction across 
reader and writer functions. Sponsor: 
R. Douglas Greer. 

teachers college: Behavioral 
nutrition
Roni Aviram. Neurobiological re-
sponses to images of food and psy-
chobehavioral correlates in obese 
binge eaters: A functional mRI study. 
Sponsor: Isobel R. Contento. 

marissa Burgermaster. Food, Health 
& Choices implementation and con-
text: The case for a comprehensive 
approach to process evaluation in 
school-based childhood obesity 
prevention trials. Sponsor: Isobel R. 
Contento. 

Katherine W. Gardner. Exploring New 
York City gardens: The development 
of the social garden integration 
framework and strategies of op-
erationalization by well-integrated 
gardens using a sequential, transfor-
mative mixed-methods approach. 
Sponsor: Isobel R. Contento. 

teachers college: cognitive studies 
in education
Samantha Rae Creighan. Investigat-
ing the effects of the mathemAntics 
Number Line Activity on children’s 
number sense. Sponsor: Herbert P. 
Ginsburg. 

Azadeh Jamalian. Grouping gestures 
promote children’s effective counting 
strategies by adding a layer of mean-
ing through action. Sponsor: Barbara 
Tversky. 

Jenny Cinpei Kao. Examining a year-
long intervention program to teach 
expository text structure within social 
studies content to second-grade 
students. Sponsor: Joanna P. Williams. 

Sungbong Kim. Neural correlates of 
embodiment in action verb meaning: 
Entrenched versus translated forms. 
Sponsor: Peter Gordon. 

Esther Jiyoung Yoon. The effects of 
digital tools on third graders’ under-
standing of concepts and develop-
ment of skills in multiplication. Spon-
sor: Herbert P. Ginsburg. 

teachers college: comparative and 
international education
Nancy Louise Green. The politics of 
international large-scale assessment: 
The Programme for International Stu-
dent Assessment (PISA) and Ameri-
can education discourse, 2000–2012. 
Sponsor: Oren Pizmony-Levy. 

Parita Suaphan. Why do I choose a 
vocational high school: The study of 
elicited expectation and educational 
decision. Sponsor: Henry m. Levin. 

Erin marie Weeks-Earp. Pathways into 
teaching: Daytime and correspon-
dence education in Russia. Sponsor: 
Gita Steiner-Khamsi. 

teachers college: counseling 
psychology
Jillian Christina Lyons. Examining 
the influence of womanist identity 
attitudes and conformity to gen-
der norms on the mental health of 
women in the U.S. Sponsor: Robert T. 
Carter. 

Avy Alosha Skolnik. The burden of 
suspicion: A grounded theory study 
on the psychological and interper-
sonal consequences of criminalizing 
stereotypes. Sponsor: Laura Smith. 

teachers college: Developmental 
psychology
Elizabeth Ann Jewett. Is prob-
lem-based learning effective in fos-
tering the development of intellectual 
skills? Sponsor: Deanna Kuhn. 

E. Imani mitchell. Who’s who in kin-
dergarten literacy skill groups: What 
really matters? Sponsor: Jeanne 
Brooks-Gunn.

teachers college: economics and 
education
Emily Avelet Abrams. Food, health, 
and choices: Development and for-
mative evaluation of an innovative 
intervention to reduce childhood 
obesity. Sponsor: Isobel R. Contento. 

Xin Gong. Does having a preschool 
teacher with a bachelor’s degree 

matter for children’s development 
outcomes? Sponsor: mun C. Tsang. 

Fei Guo. The impact of term-time 
working on college outcomes in Chi-
na. Sponsor: mun C. Tsang. 

Jorge Ubaldo Colin Pescina. The 
effect of transit improvements on 
school choice: The case of public 
high schools in mexico City. Sponsor: 
Henry m. Levin. 

Yan Shi. The determinants of college 
graduates’ migration decision and its 
impact on starting salaries in China. 
Sponsor: mun C. Tsang. 

Li Yu. The impact of college quality 
on early labor market outcomes in 
China. Sponsor: mun C. Tsang. 

teachers college: educational 
Leadership
Justin Daniel Barbaro. A desire for a 
new challenge? Developing and test-
ing a model of headship transitions in 
international schools. Sponsor: Alex 
Bowers. 

Jared Levy Boyce. Commitment and 
leadership: What we know from the 
schools and staffing survey. Sponsor: 
Alex Bowers. 

teachers college: educational 
policy
Alyshia Brooks Bowden. Estimating 
the cost effectiveness of a national 
program that impacts high school 
graduation and postsecondary enroll-
ment. Sponsor: Henry m. Levin. 

Travis Bristol. Black men of the 
classroom: An exploration of how 
the organizational conditions, char-
acteristics, and dynamics in schools 
affect the recruitment, experiences, 
and retention of black male teachers’ 
pathways into the profession, experi-
ences, and retention. Sponsor: Caro-
lyn J. Riehl. 

Elizabeth marie Chu. Out of class and 
off trade: High school suspension in 
New York City. Sponsor: Douglas Da-
vid Ready. 

Jacqueline marie Jodl. Differential 
effects of family context on noncog-

nitive ability and school performance 
during adolescence. Sponsor: Doug-
las David Ready. 

teachers college: english education
Crystal Belle. Not your average 
brotha: Examining the educational 
lives, literacies, and masculinities of 
black males. Sponsor: Ernest morrell. 

Jonathan Stephen Budd. “Doing” 
close reading: Investigating text com-
plexity and text difficulty in the sec-
ondary English language arts context. 
Sponsor: Ruth Vinz. 

Jamila J. Lyiscott. How broken English 
made me whole: Exploring race, new 
literacies, and social justice within a 
youth participatory action research 
framework. Sponsor: Ernest morrell. 

Brice Andrew Particelli. The spectral 
city: Walking the literary landscapes 
of New York City. Sponsor: Ruth Vinz. 

teachers college: History and 
education
Fevronia K. Soumakis. A sacred 
Paideia: The Greek Orthodox Archdi-
ocese, immigration, and education in 
New York City, 1959–1979. Sponsor: 
Cally Lyn Waite. 

teachers college: intellectual 
Disabilities and autism
Kalli Ann Kemp. Teaching social skills 
to students with autism spectrum 
disorders and students with intellec-
tual disabilities. Sponsor: Hsu-min 
Chiang. 

teachers college: Kinesiology
Claudio Luis Ferre. Efficacy of home-
based intensive bimanual training for 
children with unilateral spastic cere-
bral palsy. Sponsor: Andrew michael 
Gordon. 

teachers college: Mathematics 
education
Nathan Napoleon Alexander. Statis-
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tical models of identity and self-ef-
ficacy in mathematics on a national 
sample of black adolescents from 
HSLC:09. Sponsor: Erica N. Walker. 

Elizabeth Brennan Degraaf. What 
makes a good problem? Perspectives 
of students, teachers, and mathema-
ticians. Sponsor: Bruce R. Vogeli. 

Benjamin michael Dickman. Con-
ceptions of creativity in elementary 
school mathematical problem pos-
ing. Sponsor: Herbert P. Ginsburg. 

Johannes Familton. Quaternions: A 
history of complex noncommuni-
cative rotation groups in theoretical 
physics. Sponsor: Bruce R. Vogeli. 

Nicole Stephanie Fletcher. Develop-
ment and evaluation of a computer 
program to teach symmetry to young 
children. Sponsor: Herbert P. Gins-
burg. 

Terri Lynne Germain-Williams. math-
ematical modeling in algebra text-
books at the onset of the Common 
Core state standards. Sponsor: Bruce 
R. Vogeli. 

Anahu Guzman. mathematics iden-
tities of non-STEm major female stu-
dents. Sponsor: Erica N. Walker. 

Heather Lee Huntington. A historical 
analysis of the mathematics major 
requirements at six colleges in the 
United States from 1905 to 2005. 
Sponsor: Bruce R. Vogeli. 

Anthony michael miele. The effects 
of number theory on high school 
students’ metacognition and math-
ematics attitudes. Sponsor: Bruce R. 
Vogeli. 

Joo-Young Park. “Value creation” 
through mathematical modeling: 
Students’ mathematical dispositions 
and identities developed in a learning 
community. Sponsor: Erica N. Walker. 

Heidi Reich. Classification of spoken 
discourse in teaching the construc-
tion of mathematical proof. Sponsor: 
Bruce R. Vogeli. 

Rita del Carmen Sanchez Gonzalez. 
Refining professional development 
for supporting elementary teachers’ 
standard mathematical knowledge 
for teaching: A case-study approach. 

Sponsor: Erica N. Walker. 

Shalini T. Sudarsanan. Keeping up 
with the times: How are teacher 
preparation programs preparing 
aspiring elementary teachers to 
teach mathematics under the new 
standards of today? Sponsor: Erica N. 
Walker. 

Xiaoxi Tian. mathematical modeling 
in the People’s Republic of China: 
Indicators of participation and perfor-
mance on COmAP’s modeling con-
test. Sponsor: Bruce R. Vogeli. 

teachers college: Measurement 
and evaluation
meng-Ta Chung. Estimating the 
Q-matrix for cognitive diagnosis 
models in a Bayesian framework. 
Sponsor: matthew S. Johnson. 

teachers college: philosophy and 
education
David Issac Backer. The distortion of 
discussion. Sponsor: megan Laverty. 

Holly K. Brewster. The teacher as 
mathematician: Problem solving for 
today’s social context. Sponsor:  
megan Laverty. 

Stephanie Ann Burdick-Shepherd. 
Reading for childhood in philosophy 
and literature: An ethical practice for 
educators. Sponsor: megan Laverty. 

Patrick Warren Comstock. The re-
trieval of contemplation: mindfulness, 
meditation, and education. Sponsor: 
megan Laverty. 

Roberto Cavallari Filho. With Ithaca 
on my mind: In search of the senses 
for teaching. Sponsor: megan  
Laverty. 

Cara Elizabeth Furman. Reflective 
teacher narratives: The merging 
of practical wisdom, narrative, and 
teaching. Sponsor: David Hansen. 

Carmen Elinor James. Ethics, educa-
tion, and the habit-making life. Spon-
sor: David Hansen. 

Kyung Hwa Jung. moral perception 
and education in the world today. 
Sponsor: David Hansen. 

Kiersten Rene Nieuwejaar. Learning 
through living together: The educa-
tional philosophy of Jane Addams. 
Sponsor: megan Laverty. 

Gonzalo Ariel Obelleiro. Cosmopol-
itan education and the creation of 
value. Sponsor: David Hansen. 

michael Ian Schapira. Historical per-
spectives on the crisis of the universi-
ty. Sponsor: megan Laverty. 

Kazuaki Yoda. Simone Weil on at-
tention and education: Can love be 
taught? Sponsor: megan Laverty. 

teachers college: politics and 
education
Shayna melinda Klopott. Funding for 
change: Factors affecting foundation 
funding of precollegiate education 
policy in the United States following 
the Charlottesville summit and No 
Child Left Behind. Sponsor: Jeffrey 
Henig. 

matthew C. Saleh. Great minds speak 
alike: Intercourt communication of 
metaphor in education finance litiga-
tion. Sponsor: Jeffrey Henig. 

teachers college: school 
psychology
Sayaka Aoki. Understanding isolated 
and nonisolated victims of peer vic-
timization in middle school. Sponsor: 
marla R. Brassard. 

Christina mary Lee Fiorvanti. Fami-
ly-school communication notebooks: 
An effective tool for promoting learn-
ing in young children with special 
needs? Sponsor: marla R. Brassard. 

teachers college: science 
education
Christi Lee Browne. Professional 
learning communities (PLCs) as a 
means for school-based science 
curriculum change. Sponsor: Ann E. 
Rivet. 

Arthur Francis Corvo. Utilizing the 
National Research Council’s (NRC) 
conceptual framework for the Next  

Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS): A self-study in my science, 
engineering, and mathematics 
classroom. Sponsor: Felicia moore 
mensah. 

Nermeen Dashoush. Establishing a 
community of practice between an 
elementary educator and a scientist 
as a means of professional develop-
ment. Sponsor: Felicia moore  
mensah.

Jared Fox. Changes in urban youths’ 
attitude towards science and percep-
tions of a mobile science lab experi-
ence. Sponsor: Christopher Emdin. 

Clement V. Gomes. Sounding out 
science: Incorporating audio technol-
ogy to assist students with learning 
differences in science education. 
Sponsor: Felicia moore mensah. 

Sarah Jaleh Ryan Hansen. multimodal 
study of visual problem solving in 
chemistry with multiple representa-
tions. Sponsor: Felicia moore mensah. 

Diane Crenshaw Jammula. Feminist 
physics education: Deconstruct-
ed physics and students’ multiple 

subjectivities. Sponsor: Christopher 
Emdin. 

Christopher C. Lazzaro. On the con-
sideration of adoption and imple-
mentation of the Next Generation 
Science Standards in a local-control 
context: Supporting the epistemol-
ogy of science through education 
policy. Sponsor: Ann E. Rivet. 

Stefania macaluso. Exploring the de-
velopment of classroom group identi-
ties in an urban high school. Sponsor: 
Felicia moore mensah. 

Denise marcia mahfood. Uncovering 
Black/African American and Latina/o 
students’ motivation to learn science: 
Affordances to science identity de-
velopment. Sponsor: Felicia moore 
mensah. 

Jessica margaret mezei. Science 
teachers’ perceptions of the relation-
ship between game play and inquiry 
learning. Sponsor: Ann E. Rivet. 

Alison Riley miller. Examining the 
relationship between physical mod-
els and students’ science practices. 
Sponsor: Ann E. Rivet. 

Anna Karina monteiro. Facilitating 
cultural border crossing in urban 
secondary science classrooms: A 
study of in-service teachers. Sponsor: 
Christopher Emdin. 

Darcy marie Ronan. Science spe-
cialists in urban elementary schools: 
An ethnography examining science 
teaching identity, motivation, and 
hierarchy in a high-stakes testing cli-
mate. Sponsor: Felicia moore  
mensah. 

Hemantha Eves Wijesooriya. Science 
teachers’ conceptual understanding 
of a critical rational stance in science 
and a proposed learning module to 
enhance their professional knowl-
edge. Sponsor: O. Roger Anderson. 

teachers college: social-
organizational psychology
Rachel Erin Fudman. To thine owe self 
be true? The influence of gender ste-
reotypes on perceptions of authentic 
leaders. Sponsor: W. Warner Burke. 

Nathan michael Gerard. Alienation@
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work: Creativity and commerce in 
late capitalism. Sponsor: Debra A. 
Noumair.

Nishita Rai. Falling out of love with 
American utopia: An insight into 
return migration intentions of highly 
skilled Asian Indian immigrants in the 
United States. Sponsor: W. Warner 
Burke.

Kathryn Roloff. The perceived authen-
ticity of fairness at work. Sponsor: W. 
Warner Burke.

Bradford Clifford Smith. How does 
learning-agile business leadership dif-
fer? Exploring a revised model of the 
construct of learning agility in relation 
to executive performance. Sponsor: 
W. Warner Burke. 

teachers college: sociology and 
education
matthew Charles Boulay. Parental 
attitudes, expectations, and practices 
during the school year and summer. 
Sponsor: Aaron m. Pallas. 

Esther Hong Delaney. The profes-
soriate in an era of assessment and 
accountability: Understanding faculty 
response to student learning out-
comes assessment and the collegiate 
learning assessment. Sponsor: Aaron 
m. Pallas. 

Richard Lofton Jr. Plessy’s tracks: 
A study of the roots and routes of 
tracking in a suburban middle school 
community. Sponsor: Carolyn J. Riehl. 

teachers college: speech and 
Language pathology
Paula Bibiana Garcia. Perception of 
American English vowels by adult 
Spanish-English bilingual listeners. 
Sponsor: Karen Froud. 

Kara Nicole Nizolek. Risk factors for 
dysphagia in critically-ill patients with 
prolonged orotracheal intubation. 
Sponsor: John H. Saxman. 

teachers college: teaching of so-
cial studies

Chingfu Lan. Democratic education 

in the era of new media. Sponsor: 
William Gaudelli. 

Amy Elise mungur. Cultural represen-
tations in/as the global studies cur-
riculum: Seeing and knowing China 
in the United States. Sponsor: Sandra 
Schmidt. 

theatre
Anne Reynolds Holt. Reading cos-
tume design: The rise of the costume 
designer, 1850–1920. Sponsor: Arnold 
Aronson. 

Ewa Kara. Beyond the music: The 
contemporary operatic scenography 
in stagings of Robert Wilson, Achim 
Freyer, and Karl-Ernst Herrmann. 
Sponsor: Arnold Aronson. 

michelle Christine Shafer. Shifting 
terrain: Landscape, ecology, and en-
vironmental theater. Sponsor: W. B. 
Worthen. 

urban planning
Dory Kornfeld. Food access in 
Brownsville, Brooklyn: Environmental 
justice meets biopower. Sponsor: 
Robert A. Beauregard. 

Ingrid Olivo magana. Reconstructing 
early modern disaster management 
in Puerto Rico: Development and 
planning examined through the lens 
of Hurricanes San Ciriaco (1899), San 
Felipe (1928), and Santa Clara (1956). 
Sponsor: Jorge Otero-Pailos.

Justin Peter Steil. Democracy and dis-
crimination: Analyzing diverging local 
response to immigration. Sponsor: 
Peter marcuse.
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• Columbia Twitter account

• Columbia Facebook page

• Columbia YouTube channel

• Columbia courses on iTunes U

Find out about columbia events on campus and throughout the world: 

• GSAS Alumni Events Calendar

• University Events Calendar (on-campus events)

• Alumni Events Calendar (worldwide)

Keep in touch with gsas and columbia today: 

• GSAS Alumni Association

• Give to GSAS

• Graduate Student Advisory Council (GSAC)
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